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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The overall purpose of this study was to examine ways to reduce the

cost of shelter for critical workers. Shelters for this purpose would

be expected to have from 10 to 100 spaces and overpressure protection

fromn 340-1360 KPa (50-200 psi).

The civil defense literature on cost was reviewed, and the cost

estimates of the best designs were corrected to 1982 dollars. For shel-

ters of the size and hardness of interest, costs generally run higher

than $1000/space. Costs/space usually decrease significantly with in-

creasinig shelter size, and increase with hardness. None of the concrete

shelter, designs reviewed have taken advantage of earth-arching.

Experiments by the Donn Metal Products Company with a corrugated culvert

shelter in the Miser's Bluff test suggest that for granular soils,

corrugated metal culvert may be the most economical shelter design.

Basement shelter space in new buildings can be constructed at low

cost; however, the threat to survival of its occupants from fire in the

buildings or rubble from the building's destruction cannot be managed by

entrances and ventilation intakes close to the building. Escape tunnels

and ventilation intakes extending out some distance from the building

are required.

Most of the cost of shelter is in the structure of the shelter

itself. Possibly, the most effective method of reducing this cost is to

exploit the phenomenon of earth-arching. The power of earth-arching

has been demonstrated dramatically by experience with corrugated metal

shelter in the nuclear weapons tests in the 1950s. Consistent with the

simple theory of earth-arching, shelter survival depended much more

heavily on the depth of cover of the shelter as a function of its span

and the angle of internal friction of the soil, than on the strength of

the shelter. Ten-gauge (3.57 mm thick;iess) corrugated metal shelters,
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2.13-M (7 ft) in diameter, survived 1.689 mPa (245 psi) with 3.05-M (10

ft) of earth cover in reasonably good soil. A 7.62-M (25 ft)-diameter,

arched shelter with 1.52-M (5 ft) of gravel cover survived 689 kPP (100

psi).

Experiments with shallow-buried, rectangular concrete structures at

the Waterways Experiment Station demonstrated substantial strength en-

hancement with depths of cover as little as 1/5 of the span, using sand.

Very little deflection of the roof was required to transfer most of the

load on it to the walls and the surrounding sand.

A conceptual design and a cost estimate of a corrugated metal shel-

ter was carried through the concept stage for 1.25 MPa (200 psi). It is

believed the configuration used will enable the occupants to survive

both the ground motion and the initial nuclear radiation from megaton

weapons at this overpressure. The design was developed in consultation

with the local vendor of Republic Steel Corrugated Culvert. Using their
prices, it appears that this shelter can be constructed for somewhat

under $500/space, including habitability equipment, when purchased in

relatively small numbers.

A design concept for a very lightwtight, high-overpressure door was

de-eloped. This door, using tne membrane principle, offers the promise

of •eirg the lowest cost entranceway when in mass production.
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CONVERSION FACTORS FOP. SI UNITS

English units have been retained in the body of this report. The
report is directed principally to the construction industry, and refers

to commercially available materials and sizes commonly expressed in
English units. The report quotes extensively froma earlier work ex-
pressed entirely in English units. Conversion factors for SI units are

given below:

To Convert From: To: Multiply By:
Foot (ft) Meter (m) 0.3048

Square Foot (ft 2 ) Square Metet (n2 ) 0.0929
Cubic Feet (ft 3 ) Cubic Meter (ai3 ) 0.0283
Inch (in.) Meter (in) 0.0254
Mile (mi) Meter (m) 1.609
Square Foot (ft 2 ) Ileter (N) .0929
Pound-Force/in 2 (psi) Kilopascal (kPa) 6.894
Atmosphere (14.7 psi) Kilopascal (kPa) 101.4
Gravity (32.2 ft/sec 2 ) Meter/sec2 9.3
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PRELIMINARY STUDY OF REDUCING THE COST OF
BLAST SHELTER FOR CRITICAL WORKERS

ABSTRACT

The overall purpose of this study was to examine ways to reduce the
cost of shelter for critical workers. Shelters for this purpose would
be expected to have from 10 to 100 spaces and overpressure protection
from 340-1360 kPa (50-200 psi).

The civil defense literature on cost was reviewed, and the cost
estimates of the best designs were corrected to 1982 dollars. For
shelters of the size and hardness of interest, costs generally run
higher than $1000/space. Costs usually decrease significantly with
increasing shelter size, and increase with hardness. None of the
concrete shelter designs reviewed have taken advantage of earth-arching.
Experiments with shelters in blast tests suggest that, for granular
soil, corrugated metal culvert may be the most economical shelter| material.

Basement shelter space in new buildings can be constructed at low
cost; however, the threat to survival of its occupants from fire in the
buildings or rubble from the building's destruction cannot be managed
by entrances and ventilation intakes close to the building. Escape
tunnels and ventilation intakes extending out some distance from the
building are required.

A design and a cost estimate of a corrugated metal shelter ex-
ploiting earth-arching for 1360 kPa (200 psi) was carried through the
concept stage. It is believed the configuration used will enable the
occupants to survive both the ground motion and the initial nuclear
radiation from megaton weapons at this overpressure. It appears that
this shelter can be constructed for somewhat under $500/space, including
habitability equipment, when purchased in relatively small numbers.

A design concept for a very lightweight, high-overpressure door was
developed. This door, using the membrane principle, offers the promise
of being the lowest cost entranceway when in mass production.

4
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LITERATURE REVIEW OF CRITICAL FACTORS THAT AFFECT THE COST
OF BLAST SHELTERS AND METHODS OF REDUCING THE COST

C. V. Chester
D. W. Holladay*

1. INTROOUCTION

This report covers two main topics. In the first portion there is a

literature review focused on identifying the various cost factors involved

in blast shelter design and the reasons, where possible, for the wide

range of values reported for the critical cost figure -- dollars/ shelter

space. Secondly, there is a discussion of construction techniques, struc-

tural concepts, and facets of construction procedures, in general, that

can be utilized to reduce the cost of shelters.

There are essentially five major parameters, each with its own sub-

set of variables, causing wide variations in cost that have been reported

by various designers of blast shelters throughout the past 20-odd years.

These parameters may be briefly summarizea as follows:

(1) There is a wide variation in the specific cost factors included in

each report - the list of cost factors is rather extensive and will

be presented in detail in the text. The factors traditionally con-

sidered in blast shelter design may be divided into three main

categories:

(a) The basic protective structure which includes the main shelter
structure, ventilation shafts, blast closure valves, shelter
entranceway, exit, emergency exit, and associated earthwork;

(b) The equipment for habitation such as ventilation and air condi-
tioning, electrical, hotel accommodations, sanitation, food, and
water ; and

(c) Non-hardware considerations such as engineer and architectural
fees, contractor overhead, profits, and contingencies, land
costs, bonds, taxes, and insurance, etc.

*Chenical Technology Division.
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(2) Many different types of architectural design have been proposed fr

blast shelter construction. Specifically, tne list should include

such configurations as horizontal rectangular, horizontal cylinder,

vertical cylinder (silo), spherical, and semicircular arch. Each

type of structure may be designed witn multiple floors, various in-

terior arrangements, and with different materials of construction,

surh as timber, concrete, smooth steel, corrugated steel, or

fiberglass.

(3) There are wide ranges of blast overpressure and shelter occupancy

which may be considered in design. As is 4ell-known to students of

blast shelter design, there are major variations in shelter costs

associated with different overpressure or number of spaces. No

effort to devise a correlation for shelter cost as a function of

occupancy, pressure, and architectural design has been very

successful. The latter parameter includes so many factors that it

may effectively render such a correlation improbable at best.

Krupka (1964) attempted to express shelter costs as a function of

overpressure only with an equation of the form

/
Cost = A + Bpc,

where A and B are constants, p is overpressure (psi), and c is a

constant. The constant A was adjusted to account for habitability

items such as mechanical-electrical, sanitation, food, water, etc.

Such a relation is useful for general discussion but has not been

considered widely applicable for predicting cost as a function of

hardness. (See alsc Haaland, 1970). Perhaps it would be

constructive to attempt to devise better correlations for costs as

a function of overpressure, space, etc., but this effort presently

is riot included here.

(4) Different design factors can be considered in the design of the

basic shell structure and entranceways:
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(a) Values assumed for ductility factor, ratio of maximum deflec-

tion to deflection-at-yield,

(b) Assumptions about soil-structure interaction,

(c) Length of spans,

(d) Strength of concrete,

(e) Extent of reinforcement,

(f) Better understanding of the type of interior layout which is

dictated by behavior of the inhabitants.

(5) Finally, a simple factor, but nonetheless an important one, is the

effect of inflation on prices. More or less similar designs pre-

sented over a period of years will naturally vary in price because

of inflation so that for shelter comparisons all costs should be

normalized to the same year.

A final coimment for any cost factor comparison is that in general no two

estimnatoes will arrive at the sane cost figure for the same job.

This report is organized such that several of the major blast shel-

ter studies are briefly reviewed with focus on the purpose of the study,

type of cost factors included with assumptions, types of construction

details, and major conclusions.

For each review, the following information on the major parameters

affecting costs, as noted previously, is presented:

(a) The cost factors included in the design of specific shelters
are listed.

(b) The types of architectural design and materials of construction
are enumerated and compared on the basis of cost.
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(c) The effects of occupancy and overpressure on costs where appro-

priate are compared, mainly in tables included in the

appendices.

(d) The inclusion of a discussion about assumptions and theories of

strengths of material used in 2ach study is a complex task and

an in-depth discussion of these factors is beyond the scope of

this review. However, where possible, for some of the reports

the assumptions about concrete strength, span length, and

methods of construction will be indicated. Unfortunately, in

most of the reports, there is no in-depth analysis of these

factors. If all other cost factors are equal in different de-

sign studies (a rare occurrence), differences in shelter cost

can often be traced to different assumptions on design and dif-

fering cost estimates for in-place structural members.

For the sake of organization much of the information on the costs

is presented in tabular form in the Appendices.

In general, the costs for all of the shelters in a single study were

plotted as a function (at constant occupancy) of overpressure so that

the most economical shelters could be identified. Final graphs and

argumerts are presented in the discussion and summary section for costs

(updated to 1982) of the most competitive blast shelter designs.

Finally, the primary focus of this study was on shelters ranging

from family size to 100-500 occupants (suitnule for critical industrial

workers). Because of the cost, large civil defense proyrams for

protecting in excess of 1-5 million people from blast conditions are not

probable in the immediate future. Relocation is the most economical

method of protecting most of the population. We will not enter into a

discussion here of the feasibility and costs of constructing large

shelters for people in fallout areas. In some studies which are reviewed,

there will be limited discussion of single shelters housing in excess of

500 persons, as for shelter programs for housing entire cities, but these

shelters are de-emphasized in relation to those housing 5-500 occupants.
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Although some shelter designs for overpressures as high as 1500 psi

are included, the primary focus of this review was to emphasize design

and costs of blast shelters for overpressures in the range of 50-200

psi. This range was selected because it is of interest for shelters for

c;,itical workers and does not require very expensive shock isolation

systems.

In the second portion of this report, some innovative construction

methods and optional shelter uses for achieving cost reduction are

presented. Among the construction concepts which are discussed are the

membrane door used to protect a vertical entrance, (with the aid of a

concrete collar), and a sand-protected door. The dual-use concept is

based on the notion that facilities which function for normal use in

peacetime, which pays most of the cost, can be upgraded in times of

crisis to a capability for withstanding significant blast overpressure

and associated radiation. Methods of crisis upgrading discussed include

moveable support columns, portable shielding concrete blocks, sand

closure for orifices, and crisis burial. Consideration is also given to

general cost-saving construction concepts such as mass production and

the learning curve. A discussion is included of two specific types of

shelters which are examples of the types of arguments we are presenting,

i.e., single purpose shelter design and dual-use shelter. The

discussion of these two structures includes plan drawings, modes of use

and application, outfitting, and cost estimates. These shelters are:

(a) Corrugated steel culvert, which is a structure particularly
suited for application of ingenious construction techniques and
serendipitous structural-soil interactions, and

(b) A wine cellar constructed of concrete which can function as
shelter in times of crisis.

Finally, it is oovious that even the very best designs are only

plans whose ultimate worth can be proven only by actual construction and

testing. Suggestions are offered on the best routes for future work to

assess the functionality of the various proposed cost-saving concepts

and shelter designs.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 LARGE SHELTERS

At the beginning of this study, it should be emphasized that there

is no claim that all design studies of blast shelters for the past 20-25

years are included in this review. However, it is intended that those

included here are representative of the whole sample. An effort has been

made to include many of the most often-quoted studies in this review

(Table 2.1). Goen, et al. (1966) prepared a rather extensive review of

major blast shelter studies available at that time (1966). Included in

their assessments were the IITRI studies [Havers (1963), Havers and Lukes

(1965), Stevenson and Havers (1965)] and other often-cited reports

[Forrestal (1963), Holmes and Narver (1969), Krupka (1963)]. It is not

the intent of this review tu try to extend Goen's parametric analysis to

all blast shelter studies. However, as stated in the introduction, the

many reasons for cost variation will be identified and costs for a

reasonable set of cost factors will be updated to estimated 1982 dollars.

The reviews will be discussed ir roughly chronological order.

2.1.1 Lawrence Livermore, UCRL 6654, A Study of Design and Cost Data for

Family dnd Small-Group Fallout Shelters, October, 1961

The purpose of this study (LLL, 1961) was to develop designs and

cost data for five durable family and small-group fallout shelters. Both

austere and commodious designs were considered. For the austere case,

water was provided on the basis of 1/2 gal./day and food consisted of

iron rations. Sanitary facilities were a chemical toilet and an addi-

tional waste can, while sleeping accomodations were 6 air mattresses and

homemade bunks. Lighting was provided by lantern and flashlights. Esti-

mated cost of the habitability package for six people was $216 in 1961,

and $530 in 1982. For the commodious case, water was provided on the

basis of 1 gal./day, while food consisted of canned goods. Sanitation

was the same as for tOe austere case and sleeping quarters were built-in

bunks and mattresses. Lighting was provided by means of electrical
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outlets backed up with an emergency generator. This commodious package

was estimated for 6 people to be $385 in 1961, $944 in 1982.

The cost factors included in this study were among the most exten-

sive of any study in this review (see enumerated in Table 2.2 and in

master Table 2.1). Table 2.2 shows the approximate costs of the various

factors for the 5 different designs for both austere and commodious

cases adjusted to 1982 dollars. Of course thp utility of these designs

is very limited because they are not extended to either multiple cases

of design overpressure or occupancy. Of interest is that the commodious

case, for the same occupancy, appears to cost about 2.5 times as much as

for the austere case. In general, for four of the shelters at family

size the cost/occupant (at 12 ft 2 / person) is in tne range of $700-800

(1982) for tne austere case and $1100 to $2100 for the commodious case.

Because of some variations in sizes of the designs for the commodious

case, the choice of the optimum design is difficult, but it appears that

either the reinforced concrete or concrete block design would be

accentable. It is well to stress that in shelter design-cost analyses,

structure cross section and interiors have subtle but important Dearing

on habitability. in the appendix of the UCRL report, fairly extensive

cost figures for itemized combinations are given. These include lists

of:

(1) Materials for construction (quantities and cost per unit),

(2) Labor costs,

(3) Contractor's overhead profit and contingencies (25%),

(4) Plumbing equipment,

(5) Electrical wiring and items,

(6) Ventilation equipment.

U.-.
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Detailed construction drawings were not given, but extensive plan

drawings of the various designs are presented. This study by Lawrence

Livermore was included to serve as a sort of base cost case for struc-

tures designed to withstand only minimal pressures.

2.1.2 M.J. Forrestal, GATC Study, Protection Against High Blast Over-

pressure and Ground Shock, Feb., 1963

The purpose of this study (Forrestal, 1963) was to develop concepts

to serve as a partial guide to the evaluation, design, and construction

of civil defense shelters useful in the region of high blast over-

pressures, with the range considered in design varying from 100 to 1500

psi. Several structural configurations (horizontal cylinder, vertical

silo, sphere) were considered with varying floor and interior arrange-

ments to allow for occupancy of either 100 or 300 spaces.

Because of the unusually harsh conditions presented by the high

blast pressures considered in this study, it was necessary to consider

all nuclear weapons effects. Factors considered were shielding against

initial nuclear radiation, ground motion, and resultant effects on

shelter occupants; however, no costs for shock isolation were included in

the economic analyses. "Shock spectra" which give predicted ground shock

motion for overpressures of 100, 500, 1000 and 1500 psi were included.

Assuming low seismic-velocity soil, these spectra plot maximum absolute

acceleration and relative displacement between the mass of a simple,

single-degree-of-freedom, mass-spring system and the support for the
spring as a function of the natural frequency of the system. Shock

isolation is critical above 100 psi in most soils, due to large

displacements.

The cost factors considered in the GATC study were quite limited,

including only such direct costs as basic earthwork, main shell structure

with ends and interior structure, and entrances/exits. Thus, there was

no consideration of major non-structural cost items such as mechanical

and ventilation equipment, electrical needs, hotel accommodations,

control package, etc. (See Table 2.1). In general, the basic shelter
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installation contributes about 50-60% of the total costs, with the re-

mainder being contributed by indirect habitability items.

The costs for the several designs given by Forrestal were adjusted

to 1982 prices for several cases - shock isolation protection level 1,

protection level 3, and no shock isolation (See Table A-i, Appenaix A).

Shock isolation estimates were taken from Amman and Whitney. Since A &

W estimated shock isolation costs for spaces of only 100 and 200, values

were estimated from that data for spaces of 500 and 1000. Although it

was probably too conservative, costs for shock protection at 1000 and

1500 psi were estimated to be about the same as those for 500 psi.

Mechanical and electrical equipment were estimated to be 25% of the

basic shelter costs (including entrances). No estimate was made for"

site preparation. Prices for the shelter, including main structure,

entranceway, mechanical and electrical, and shock isolation were

adjusted to 1982 prices, then 20% was added for contractor's overhead,

profit, and contingencies.

Among the designs considered in the GATC study, the least expensive

appears to be the 3-story, horizontal steel cylinder with 500 spaces

(Table A-i). However, at a fixed pressure of 500 psi, the most econom-

ical structures are the 2-story (18-ft) and 3-story (28-ft), horizontal

concrete cylinders.

No detailed construction drawings were presented. The available

drawings are relatively simple plan views giving basic structure, but no

details are given for bunks, sanitation, storage space, etc. Costs for

individual shelters are not itemized, but a price list for basic

structural costs and labor is included and contains such items as: hand

and machine excavation and backfill costs/yd3 , concrete costs/yd3 ,

form prices/ft 2 , and cost of steel shells.

2.1.3 Ammann and Whitney, Study of Shock Isolation Methods for Civil

Defense Shelters, November, 1963

The basic purpose of this study (Ammann and Whitney, 1960 and 1963)

was to develop specific shock isolation systems to provide protection

for personnel when they were housed in shallow-buried blast shelters

designed for various combinations of occupancy (10, 100, 250 spaces) and
blast overpressure (25, 100, and 300 psi). Cost figures were developed
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for the various design conditions, including shock isolation techniques.

Based on an extensive literature review and a separate design effort,

shock environment and shock tolerance criteria were developed.

In general, more severe groundshock effects are produced by surface

bursts than by airbursts. For design purposes, ground motions produced

by nuclear surface bursts are considered to be induced by two different

factors, air-induced shock and direct-transmitted groundshock. Because

the direct-induced groundshock is a transmission of energy into the

ground in the immediate vicinity of the burst, it is normally of major

importance only in very high-pressure regions. The A & W study focused

primarily on air-induced effects because they were the major factors for

the peak overpressures and design conditions considered.

The shock-front velocity of the air-blast wave and the peak inci-

dent pressure decrease as the distance from ground zero increases. As-

suming a near-constant seismic velocity, a point is reached away from

ground zero beyond which ground motions will arrive prior to the air-

blast. Initial upward motions may be produced by this ground motion,

but these early disturbances are generally of minor magnitude relative

to the motions induced by the main air-blast wave. For typical soil

sites, the ground motions will precede the air-blast wave in ground

ranges where the peak incident overpressures are less than about 100

psi.

Unless the blast structure is extremely long parallel to the direc-

tion of the blast wave, the wave will completely engulf the structure.

If the loading lasts for several seconds (as with megaton yields), the

structure will experience a peak displacement of about the same order of

magnitude as that of the peak free field displacement because of the

similarity of the impulse felt by the structure to that of the free

field impulse. However, the peak acceleration in the structure would be

less than the peak ground acceleration in the free field due to the

longer rise time of the structure in loading.

The phenomena associated with the interaction of the structure and

surrounding soil are very complex to analyze. It is necessary to resort

to simplified conditions to obtain approximate solutions. For
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design purposes a solution can be obtained by using ground shock

response spectra where the shock effects of estimated peak ground

noCions are represented in terms of the shock environment.

The following accelerations were considered by A&W for personnel

restrained in chairs or cots: 2g for less than 10 c.p.s.; 5g for 10-20

c.p.s., 7g for 20-40 c.p.s; and 10 g above 40 c.p.s. These values were

considered safe for personnel subjected to the vibration in a

shock-isolated support caused by groundshock motions. The 2g value was

adopted for their study because of the elaborate restraining devices

required for the higher accelerations and because old people and

children would probably be in the shelters. For the horizontal and

vertical, 0.50g and 0.75g were adopted for non-restrained personnel

either standing, sitting, or reclining. Extensive design spectra are

given in this study relating maximum velocity, frequency, acceleration,

and overpressure.

Three levels of protection for personnel from blast-induced shocks

are presented by A & W. The first level is the most elaborate and cost-

ly because it requires a shock-isolated interior platform to reduce the

high accelerations of the structure to values which are non-injurious to

the personnel. The second protection level is based on the application

of cushioning material to the floor, walls, and other surfaces upon

which personnel could impact. In this level, the floor is designed as

part of the structural shell and would move with the same acceleration.

The cushioning material achieves its protection by shielding personnel

from: (1) impact at velocities above 10 ft/sec caused by falling; (2)

impact with corners, edges, and overhead objects; and (3) compression

waves transmitted through walls. In general, level 2 provides less pro-

tection than level 1. The third protection level, the least costly, is

based on the use of a limited amount of protective cushioning material.

Again, the design calls for the floor to be part of the shell. Use of

cushioning material is limited to the following functions: (1)

prevention of impact with corners, edges, and overhead objects; (2)

protection from compression waves transmitted through exterior walls.
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For the overpressures considered by A & W, the only impact velocities

which exceed 10 ft/sec are those due to personnel off-balance. For this

case, the third protection level assumes off-balance personnel will have

their fall cushioned by impact with large areas of the body or arms with

no protective cushioning material on the floor and walls. Because of

this, the probability of injury is the greatest for protection level 3.

The cost factors included in the A & W study were limited to in-

clude only the direct costs: excavaLion, backfill, main structure, con-
tractor's overhead, profit and contingency and shock isolation (see

Table 2.2). Excluded were entrances/exits, ventilation, mechanical and

electrical, and other habitability items. Costs were updated to 1982

for one- and two-story horizontal concrete cylinders for three cases -

shock protection levels 1 and 3 and no shock isolation. Because no
figures for entrance costs were presented by A & W, these costs were

estimated according to IITRI data (Stevenson and Havers 1965) for blast
resistant shelters. Although entrance costs expressed as cost/space

generally range from 25 to 40% of the base cost according to Stevenson

and Havers, the entrance values used mere are less than that (10 to 15%)

because the cost/space numbers of A & W were considerably higher than

those of the IITRI studies. Mechanical and electrical equipment were

estimated as 25% of the basic shelter cost/structure, earth-work,

entrance. Cost/space values for shock isolation were as given by A & W.

Costs were adjusted to 1982 according to the Engineering News Record
Index. The costs for one-story concrete cylinders designed by A & W are

higher than those for comparable one-story concrete cylinders of the

IITRI studies at the same occupancy and pressure, primarily because of

the initial differences in basic shell structure estimates.

Among the structures considered in the A & W study, the least ex-

pensive is the two-story, horizontal, concrete cylinder while the most

expensive appears to be the concrete arch (Table A-2). Like the GATC

studies, there is considerable cost variation with pressure, shelter

spaces, and type of design (see Table A-2).
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2.1.4 IITRI Studies - J. A. Havers, Structural Materials for Hardened

Personnel Shelters, Dec., 1963; J. A. Havers and J. J. Lukes,

Structural Cost Studies for Hardened Shelters, Jan., 1965; J. D.

Stevenson and J. A. Havers, Entranceways and Exits for Blast-

Resistant Fully-Buried Personnel Shelters, Sept., 1965.

These reports (Havers, 1963; Havers and Lukes, 1965; Stevenson and

Havers, 1965) must certainly be considered anong the most detailed of

all the U.S. studies of blast shelter ever conducted. The objective of

the initial Havers study was to evaluate availability and in-place costs

for certain structural materials which could be utilized in a

large-scale effort to construct a significant blast shelter program in

the U.S.

The estimated shelter costs were derived for only structural por-

tions of buried blast shelters. Thus, the in-place costs included all

necessary material, equipment, and labor, which is nor:nally supplied by

a general contractor. The cost included basic structural material, fab-

rication, transportation, and erection. An additional 40% was allowed

for job overhead, profit, and contingencies. Not included in the costs

were allowances for drchitect-engineer services, site acquisition and

preparation, or charges for various government agencies which might be

associated with implementation and performance of the construction.

Also, there was no provision for such items as blast closures and fit-

tings, mechanical ventilation and electrical equipment, or communica-

tions and monitoring devices.

The costs of these items, which comprise a significant portion of/

the total cost, are usually strongly influenced by shelter interior

layout ind snell design. Thus, there is a need for estimation of total

shelter costs with some consideration of the IITRI techniques.

With the cost and design relationships developed by Havers as the

basis, the in-place structural costs of 500- and 1000-space, fully-

buried shelters were derived as functions of their critical parameters:

loading level, shelter design, structural material, and structural

system. By optimization of these designs, minimum structural-cost
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relationships were developed for shelter capacities of 500 and 1000

spaces as functions of overpressure in the range of 10 to 200 psi.

(Havers & Lukes, 1965).

The basic cost factor3 considered in the IITRI studies are sum-

marized in T-.ole 2.1. The initial cost/space estimated in these studies

for the several types of shelter configuration are argumentatively anong

the lowest of any blast shelter study (see Tables A-3, A-4, A-5). The

low values can probably be attributed to the following: (1) the cost

factors included in the cost analyses were limited; (2) cost

minimization arguments were extensively appiied; and (3) certain types

of design techniques not normally considered by other designers were

included.

Goen, et a]. (1966) presented generalized parametric cost analyses

of concrete cubicles and concrete arches (their Chapter I11), with the

validity of the analyses based on the IITRI design methods and studies.

Apparently, these structures were selected because for many studies they

had been shown to be the most economical.

The original IITRI estiin4,es of costs/space for the various shelter

designs, overpressures, and number of spaces are included in Tables A-3,

A-4, and A-5. These cost figures were adjusted for comparison to other

blast shelter studies in the following manner:

(1) The base price was obtained by subtracting the 40% overhead,
profit, and contingency (0,P,C).

(2) For the Havers and Likes study,(1965) it was necessary to
estimate costs of entrances developed by Stevenson and Havers
(1965) in the third IITRI study. Costs for entrances were
already included in the costs for the Havers study (1963).

(3) Twenty-five percent (25%) of the base structure cost (struc-
ture, earthwork, entrance) was added back to the estimate for
mechanical and electrical equipment.

(4) Three leve]s of shock isolation were considered following the
arguments of Aimrann and Whitney - protection level 1, prutec-
tion level 3, and no shock isolation. Estimates for shock
protection at 500 and 2000 spaces were derived from A&W
estimates for 100 and 250 spaces.

(5) Finally, these adjusted prices were further adjusted up to
1982 costs (with the Engineering News-Record Index) and 20%
was added for contractor's overhead, profit, and contingency.
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The major conclusions of the IITRI studies were: the in-place

structural costs of a fully-buried blast shelter are significantly

reduced as the number of spaces is increased. This relationship was

true fir all cases and was independent of the peak overpressure in the

range considered (10-200 psi). The structural arrangement corresponding

to minimum ino-place structural cost *ds related to the peak surface

overpressure and shelter design and configuration. The use of short

spans for flexural members in the rectangular cubicle gave maximum

economy with the lower limit for the span being determined by the

interior layout.

The most economical shelters in the IITRI studies are summarized

below with the pressure ranges indicating where they are most economical

arid including tne cost/occupant estimated in 1982 dollars.

The cost figures for the IITRI studies have been improved by

addition of such features as uniform entrance/mechanical and electrical

equipment, shock protection options, and uniform contractor's 0, P, and

C. Complete data are included in Tables A-3 thru A-5. The most

economical structures for their design factors at different levels of

occupancy as a function of overpressure can be deduced from the tables.

These economical structures are summarized in Table 2.3.

The following discussions of economical shelters according to IITRI

designs are based on the cost factors previously discussed and updated

to 1982 dollars. Timber structures are omitted because of long-term

maintenance problems.

For Havers' designs for 100-space shelters, with no shock

isolation, the most econcmical shelter for pressures from 10 to 150 psi

was the one-story concrete cubicle, 7-ft. bay. Above 150 psi, the one-

story concrete cubicle was the most economical. The concrete arch

structure showed good economy for pressures up to 75-100 psi, but

apparently at 100 psi, the cost for the arch began to escalate rapidly.
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Table 2.3 Economical Shelters from IITRI Studies

Number Pressure Shock Cost
Sh•Iter Type of Range Isolation Range

Spaces (psi) Level (1982 S)

I-story concrete cubicle,
7-ft bay 100 10-300 1350-1750

1-story concrete arch,
vertical end 100 10-100 1 416-1391

I-story concrete cylinder 100 50-300 1 610-1654
2-story concrete cylinder 100 50-300 1 658-1606
l-story concrete cubicle,

7-ft bay 100 10-300 3350-1328
I-story concrete arch,

vertical end 100 10-300 3 416-904
I-story concrete cylinder 100 50-300 3 610-1232
2-story concrete cylinder 100 50-300 3 658-1307
1-story concrete cubicle,

7-ft bay 100 10-300 None 350-934
I-sto•ry concrete arch,

vertical end 100 10-100 None 416-662
I-story concrete cylinder 100 50-300 None 610-838
2-story concrete cylinder 100 50-300 None 658-912
I-story steel cubicle 500 10-25 1 236-285

-story concrete cubicle 500 25-100 1 300-776
I-story concrete arch 500 50-100 1 342-794
I-story concrete cylinder 500 100-350 1 790-991
2-story concrete cylinder 500 100-350 1 794-960
l-story concrete cubicle 500 10-25 None 254-300
I-story steel cubicle 500 10-25 None 236-300-
2-story concrete cylinder 500 100-350 None 377-522-
I-story concrete cylinder 500 100-350 None 434-592 -
I-story steel cubicle 500 10-25 3 236-310 •
I-story concrete cubicle 500 25-65 3 300-475
l-story concrete arch 500 50-65 3 435-470
2-story concrete cylinder 500 65-350 3 470-690
1-story structural

steel cubicle 1000 10-20 None 215-268
I-story concrete cubicle 1000 20-50 None 268-320
2-story concrete cylinder 1000 50-350 None 320-434
1-story structural

steel cubicle 1000 10,20 1 215-268
1-story concrete arch 1000 50-100 1 550-667
1-story concrete cubicle 1000 50-100 1 550-630
I-story concrete cylinder 1000 100-350 1 662-808
2-story cuncrete cylinder 1000 100-350 1 654-785
I-story structural

steel cubicle 1000 10-20 3 215-265
l-story concrete cubicle 1000 20-50 3 265-386
2-story concrete cylinder 1000 50-350 3 390-553
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For shock protection level 1, 100-man shelters, the most economical

shelter wis the one-story, concrete cubicle for pressures up to 50 psi.

For pressures from 50 to 100 psi, the costs for the one-story concrete

cubicle and one-story concrete arch (with vertical end) were comparably

low. For pressures from 150 to 300 psi, the costs were coMparably low

for three structures: the one-story concrete cubicle, the two-story

concrete cylinder, and the one-story concrete cylinder.

For shock protection level 3, 100-man shelters, the most economical

shelter was the one-story concrete cubicle (7 ft-bay) for pressures up

to about 50 psi. For pressures from 50 to 100 psi, the costs for the

one-story concrete cubicle and the one-story concrete arch were

comparably low. For pressures from 150 to 300 psi, the costs were

comparable for three structures: the one-story concrete cubicle, the

two-story concrete cylinder, and the one-story concrete cylinder.

For the Havers and Lukes study for 500-space shelters, no shock

isolation, the most economical shelter was the one-story steel cubicle

for pressures of 10 to 25 psi. For pressures from 25 to 50 psi, the

most economical shelter was the one-story concrete cubicle. For

pressures from 100 to 300 psi, the most economical structure was the

two-story concrete cylinder. Its nearest competitor was the one-story

concrete cylinder.

For the 500-space shelters with shock protection level 1, the most

economical shelter was the one-story steel cubicle for pressures of 10

to 25 psi. For pressures of 25 to 50 psi, the most economical shelter

was the one-story concrete cubicle. For pressures from 50 to 100 psi,

the most economical structures were the one-story concrete arch and the

one-story concrete cubicle. For pressures from 100 to 350 psi, the most

economical shelters were the one- and two-story concrete cylinders.

For the 500-space shelters, shock protection level 3, for pressures

of 10 to 25 psi, the most economical shelter was the one-story steel

cubicle. For pressures of 25 to 50 psi, the one-story concrete cubicle

was the most economicdl. For pressures from 654 to 350 psi, the most

economical shelter was the two-story concrete cylinder.
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For the Havers and Lukes study of 1000-man shelters, no shock iso-

lation, the most economical shelter was the one-story structural steel

cubicle for pressures from 10 to 20 psi. For pressures from 20-50 psi,

the most economical shelter was the one-story concrete cubicle. For

pressures from 50 to 350 psi, the most economical shelter was the two-

story concrete cylinder.

For the same study and conditions but shock protection level 1, the

most economical shelter was the one-story structural steel cubicle for

pressures from 10 to 20 psi. For pressures from 20 to 50 psi, the most

economical shelter was the one-story concrete cubicle. For pressures

from 50 to 100 psi, *the most eccnomical shelters were the one-story

concrete arch and the one-story concrete cubicle. For pressures from

100 to 350 psi, the most economical shelters were the one- and two-

story concrete cylinders.

For 4ie 1000-man shelters at shock protection level 3, the most

economical shelter was the one-story structural steel cubicle for

pressures from 10 to 20 psi. For pressures from 20 to 50 psi, the most

economical shelter was the one story concrete cubicle. For pressures

from 50 to 350 psi, the most economical structure was the two-story

concrete cylinder.

As will be made clear in the Summnary section (2.5), IITRI studies

result in the lowest costs for any of the serious blast shelter studies.

Goen (1966) has attempted to explain their low costs within the following

argument: The IITRI studies appeared to be a significant breakthrough in

shelter methodology, utilizing thinner concrete elements with higher

strengths of concrete and reinforcing steel to produce a considerable

reduction in the costs of hardening. Systematic effort was exerted to

optimize the costs of the shelter elements. However, the extensive and

careful control which the contractor would have to exercise might well

tend to offset the savings from higher-strength concrete. Since no

shelters were actually ever constructed and tested using the IITRI

designs, the true cost figures and the actual ability of the structures

to perform as designed were obviously never determined.
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No attempt at all was made to include the effect of earth-arching.

It would substantially reduce costs of shelters with long narrow bays or

horizontal cylindrical shelters.

2.1.5 University of Arizona Studies - Harrenstein, et.al., A Study of

Counterforce Oefense System Methodology Applied to Tucson,

Arizona and Environs, June, 1964; H. P. Harrenstein, et al., Cost

Studies in Protective Construction Systems, Jan., 1965; H. P.

Harrenstein, A Risk-Oriented Solution for a Target Community, in

Protective Structures for Civilian Population, April, 1965; H. P.

Harrenstein, et al., Yielding Membrane Elements in Protective

Construction, May, 1965

In the early 1960's, Harrenstein and coworkers (Harrenstein, et al.,

June 1964, Jan. 1965, Apr. 1965, May 1965) at the Universi-y of Arizona

developed several novel concepts for a blast shelter design to protect

the population of Tucson which would be a major target in a potential

nuclear attack because of its SAC base and contingent of Titan ICBMS.

The main shelter concept was the utilization of a network of steel

conduits buried under 5 feet of earth beneath the city. Other unusual

concepts were the e,,ployment of yielding membranes to be used either for

roofs of shelters or to serve as blast doors.

In Harrenstein, et al. (May, 1965), there is an extensive theoret-

ical discussion of the use of yielding membranes to serve as walls or

roofs of blast shelters. Argument was made to promote the use of curved

shell structures, which resist loads by either developing uniform

tensile or compressive stresses, dependent on the configuration. The

steel shell is best in tension and the concrete shell is best in

compression. Because compressive funicular shells with low thickness to

curvature ratios may buckle in overload, it is probably better to avoid

tne potential problem by insisting on the use of tensile funicular

shells.

Although extensive structural analyses for curved shells is

included in this report, no specific total shelter structure is

presented and no cost analyses were undertaken.
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In the study of costs (Harrenstein et al., June 1965) costs were

estimated for a flexible structure for several different types of soil

conditions. This system was composed of a network of interconnected

buried conduits plus standardized entrance modules. Entrance modules

could be either steel arch pipe, reinforced concrete box, or concrete

tube, dependent on soil conditions and construction economy. The main

structure could be constructed either from reinforced concrete or

corrugated steel pipe.

Also considered in this report are designs of reinforced concrete

structures for Tucson, Arizona and Houston, Texas. capable of housing

5000 or 9000 occupants and designed to withstand either 10, 30, or 100

psi. In general, the major structural concept called for the appro-
priate number of buried concrete-box components. Costs were presented

for each specific design overpressure for unit shelters. Final tables

of costs for the Houston and Tucson systems were presented giving total

costs for the number of shelters necessary to protect the total popula-

tion for each city. Included in these final tables were not only struc-
tural costs but also environmental costs. These cost data are not

analyzed here in depth but costs/space are summarized in Table 2.4.
Finally, a unique and novel concept was proposed for large shelters

(4500 occupants). The design was based on the use of clustered vertical

cylinders using large steel plates as top and bottom structural members.
The total floor area was 50,400 ft 2 and the gross volume was 631,000
ft 3 . Based on a capacity of 4500 persons, a gross floor area of 11

ft 2/person, and a gross volume of 156 ft 3 /person was allowed. Util-

ilities, sanitation facilities, mechanical and electrical equipment and
other advanced habitability items were provided. The shelter was

designed for dynamic behavior based on ultimate strength theory and

theoretical blast loadings consistent with a peak incident shock of 60

psi. The system cost, including main structure, extensive habitability
items and provisions and allowance of 15% for profit, 10% for insurance

and overhead, and 5% for design fees, was $305/space in 1965, or

$1105/space in 1982.
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Table 2.4. Blast Shelter System for Houston and Tucson

City Reinforced Concrete Boxes
Pressure Cost per Space Cost per Space

(psi) (late 1964 price) (1982 price) a

Houston 10 $110 $399

30 134 485

100 186 674

Tucson 10 108 391

30 134 486

100 178 645

aprices adjusted to 1982, using Engineering News Record Index,

"which may slightly overestimate 1982 costs because some habitability

Sitems have riot increased in price as fast as have building costs.

i

I,

N
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In the report by Harrenstein (June, 1964), the objective was to

develop procedures and methodologies for evaluating local hazards and to

determine the potential civil defense countermeasures for cities

associated with military targets, with Tucson as the pilot subject. The

first portion of the study is general and non-technical and contains

several cost analyses of candidate shelters while the appendices are

directed towards technical details of structural loadings and

engineering design and analysis. Topics discussed include: (1)

probability or reliability of magnitude of effects from nuclear blasts;

(2) ground motion and soil structure interaction; (3) prediction of

initial radiation; and (4) prediction of close-in fallout. In the topic

on soil-structure interaction, discussions are presented on the concepts

of soil-structure interaction ;:-2ssures for several types of buried

structures -- rigid buried, rigid-flexible buried, and flexible buried.
A theoretical section on behavior of flexible membranes under load is

also included.

In Harrenstein's June 1964 report, costs are presented for several

diffPrZ..t typ.•s of blast shelter designs, varying from family units to

those cipaj;e uf housing thousands, with the number of various shelters

adjusted tn L1nc " .quired for protecting the population of Tucson. Five

small rigid sheiter• designed for relatively low overpressures (0-30

psi) are prezenteJ along with information on three large shelters, a

rigid concrete uni structure for 1000, a flexible comnunity unit struc-

tbre for 450C, at.. a buried steel conduit for housing the entire metro-

politan population of Tucson.

The cost factors considered in these analyses are quite extensive,

including excavation, concrete work, reinforcing and structural steel,

sealer coat, ventilation, electrical, sanitation, and hotel

accommodations. However, no provisions for contractor 0, P, and C were

made. In Table A-6 are listed the various percentages which each cost

factor contributes to the total costs. A summary is shown in Table 2.5

of the costs of extending the use of each type of shelter to the total

1964 population of Tucson. The least expensive of these proposed

shelters is the buried corrugated steel conduit.
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The shelter systems based on small units seem to require excessive

costs. Part of these high costs is probably due to the fact that no

correction was included for use of the concepts of mass production and

economy of scale. Another reason for the high costs may have been an

excessive allocation of space for each occupant. However, ft 2 and

ft 3 of space per occupant were not adequately described in the

designs. When the blast shelter system was based on units handling

thousands of occupants, the cost/space was decreased dramatically and

became more in agreement with the very large shelter systems designed in

the costs study (June 1965).

Finally, the projected 1982 cost/space for the extensive buried

conduit system seems somewhat excessive. Although economy of scale may

act as a m derating influence on the cost of such a system, the

provision of extensive covered walkways from points of high population

density for the system would seem to allow for much more than the

standard 10 ft 2 /person and 80 ft 3 /person. Thus, a considerable

portion of the $967/space was probably allocated to long entrances/exits

not normally considered in shelter for 10-1000 people. Thus, even

though the corrugated culvert shelter was shown to be the least

expensive, it might have been even more attractive if a more reasonable

cost/space number had been reported.

2.1.6 Ulrich Luscher - Behavior of Flexible Underground Cylinders, 1965

This study (Luscher, 1965) described the elastic behavior and fail-

ure conditions for underground flexible cylinders, with specific analysis

nf the possibilities of arching, deformation, and buckling. A comprehen-

sive theory of buckling of underground cylinders was discussed. No new

data were presented in the report; thus, analyses and conclusions were

based on a large body of experimental and theoretical work in the

literature.

An informative analysis of the possible structural failure modes of

a flexible cylinder buried to a depth of at least one diameter was

conducted. These modes of failure were: (1) joint failure, (2) excessive
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deformation resulting in cave-in of the crown, (3) elastic buckling of

the tube wall due to hoop stresses which are excessive for the existent

tube rigidity and lateral support, and (4) yielding of the tube wall

caused by excessive hoop stresses, leading to general crushing. Yielding

may be preempted by plastic Duckling due to a loss of wall rigidity.

The failure due to excessive deformation can generally be avoided

by achieving appropriate backfill on the sides of tne cylinder. Another

method of avoiding deformation is to alter the cross section of the cyl-

inder by vertical ellipsing.

Joint failure can generally be prevented by constructing joints

with strength equal to or greater than that of the wall. An extremely

effective method of increasing resistance to buckling is to utilize cor-

rugated cylinders.

This article was reviewed to introduce further information about the

utilization of corrugated culverts as blast shelters and modes of

hardening. No cost analyses were discussed by Luscher.

2.1.7 R. A. Krupka, Final Report on Shelter Costs, 1964

R. A. Krupkd (1964) attempted to develop a simple cost function for

general blast shelter design. As the basis for the study, costs,

overpressures, space allocations, and other significant parameters were

extracted from several previous shelter design studies. Previous ef-

forts to evolve models for optimizing shelters had been focused on mini-
mizing expected casualties from an attack by some arrangement of distr 4 -

bution and quality of the shelters for the population to be shielded.

The degree of optimization was usually expressed in cost-effectiveness

terms such as dollars/life saved, dollars required to force a particular

level of attack, etc. Regardless of the type of cost-effectiveness

measure used, it is generally necessary to know the cost of shelters as

a function of hardness. Krupka's effort then was to develop such an

expression, and tnere was no claim that the expression being developed

was a general cost expression for blast shelters given in terms of all

the major parameters.
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The issue of dependence of costs on total shelter occupancy was

addressed in a cursory way by plotting cost data for shelters varying in

occupancy from 100 to 1000 spaces. It was concluded tnat 100-man

shelters cost about twice as much per person as 500- to 1000-person

shel ters.

Twenty.four different shelters were considered in this study. As

noted before, the shelter designs were not developed by Krupka but

rather were taken from several other previous studies. Costs for main

structure and entranceway were included for all shelters while costs for

mechanicai-electrical, sanitation and water, habitability items, and

control package were included in only a few studies. (See Table A-7).

For the purposes of co,nparing costs vs overpressure for the dif-

ferent shelters, Krupka extracted costs for the main structure and en-

trance, adjusted them for 60% overhead, profit, and contingencies and

expressed them all at cost/ft 2 of shelter space. These costs were

plotted in a log-log relationship to allow for extraction of the func-

tional cost/overpressure relationship. Apparently, it was the intention

of Krupka to choose a wide diversity of designs for his analysis. Shel-

ter occupancy varied from 5 to 8000 (with the exception of one shelter

in a deep rock tunnel designed for 4,000,000 people), while overpressures

ranged from 5 to 1500 psi. The result of such a diverse set of stielters

was a cost/ft 2 band that varied from $1.5 to $12/ft 2 at very low

overpressures and from $30 to $80/ft 2 at 1500 psi. (1964 dollars)

Two equations were thus derived from the band:

c = 9.3 p0 . 3 1 upper limit (1)

c = 1.8 pO. 4 lower limit, (2V

Where c is cost in 1964 dollars/ft 2 of space.
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Two compromise equations were derived to take into account differences

at wide pressure variations. These were:

c 40 + 34 p0 . 34  at pressures (3)
to 60 psi

c = 3.2 p0 . 6 2 + 34 pO. 3  (4)
for higher pressures

Where costs were converted to 1964 dollars/person. A final compromise

equation was proposed:

c = 50 + 20 pO.5, (5)

which represented the main values fairly well at lower overpressures but

probably gave high values for the cost at large overpressure, even with all

the uncertainties. It should be stressed that this equation estimates

costs in 1964 dollars. The constant 4as included primarily to represent

non-pressure-dependent items, which Krupka called fixed costs. These

habitability items were estimated, in 1964 dollars, to nave the following

ranges:

Mechanical-electrical $25-75/person

Sanitation and water system $5-15/person

Habitability items $10-20/person.

Finally, it was assumed that the mean value of $75 (1964 dollars) could be

represented by a fixed cost of $40-50/person at 60 to 100 psi.
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Admittedly, these relationships are very limited in their utility.

The equations 3, 4, and 5 are compromise expressions giving mean values

for a wide band of uncertainty. The provisions for fixed costs

(habitability items) are argumentative at best and contain no allowances

for extensive hardening of supporting systems and shock isolation

procedures that would be required at high pressures. Other limitations

are:

(1) Land costs are not included.

(2) No inclusion of costs savings due to efficient planning,
phasing, mass production techniques, or standardization.

(3) T'ie space allocation is arbitrary. Also, as noted in the
beginning, the equations have no utility for predicting costs
as a function of type of design or occupancy.

2.1.9 Carsten Haaland, Systems Analysis of U.S. Civil Defense Via

National Blast Shelter Systems, 1970

In his study (Haaland, 1970) on alternative blast shelters systems,

Haaland included a section on estimating costs for long, tubular blast

shelters. He extended Krupka's arguments to cost equations for both

entrances and the main structure. Equations were developed to estimate

cost/space as a function of either space or overpressure. The data for

which empirical relationships were obtained were taken from the Ammann

and Whitney (1963), GATC(1963), and Longinow & Stepanek (1968) studies.

An equation of the form

Cs=Ce/S + CL/N

Cs= cost/space

Ce = Cost of ends

CL = cost/unit length

S = total number of spaces
N = number of spaces/unit length

was used to estimate cost/space for various spaces using GATC and A&W
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data for shelters with fewer spaces. Equations of the form C = A+BPD

were developed to estimate cost/space for A&W and GATC shelter for 1000

spaces as a function of overpressures up to 1500 psi. For fitting the

data of Longinow & Stepanek and Fitzsimmons for overpressures from 10 to

1000 psi, the most accurate equation for austere conditions was:

C = 72 + 5p0 . 8 3 . (6)

(Includes only costs for pressure-dependent items). in 1982 dollars

dollars, this equation is C = 175 + 14.66 p0 . 8 3.
A fixed cost of $300/person was added to the austere costs to arrive

at the barely comfortable costs.

2.1.10 Charles Curione, Cost Trends of Mass Production As Applied to

5-10 Psi Shelters

The purpose of this study (Curione, 1967) was to determine the cost

reduction potential of mass production techniques applied to construc-

tion of 5-10 psi shelters. Analyses were conducted to compare costs of

conventional onsite construction with construction of equivalent struc-

tures utilizing mass-produced structures or structural components. All

costs were adjusted to the year 1966 by applying the Engineering News

Record Index.

Curione indicated many of the problems encountered by a reviewer who

attempts to collate the cost data from widely diverse studies of blast

shelter costs. Negative factors in collating the literature include:

(1) Structures often were a one-time design or construction task

to serve a specific function;

'2) Costs were often a secondary consideration;

(3) Contracts were often awarded on a lump-sum or cost-plus basis
and many changes were allowed after construction started, sig-
nificantly affecting project cost;

(4) Many of the design studies on shelters were not based on com-
mon design criteria. This arose because there were many
developers of shelter design with varied levels of experience.
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Curione analyzed several factors which might significantly affect

shelter costs when mass production was utilized. These included cost

of materials, modular units, standardization of components and sub-

assemblies, optimal use of work crews, etc. He concluded that the

savings are probably in reduced on-site construction activity, because

the plant labor savings in mass-proauced material may be totally offset

by transportation and handling costs. Based on the review of shelter

costs, Curione suggested that a good "rule of thumb" for allocating

shelter costs is that the basic structure cost (entrance, excavation,

and backfill) contributed about one-half of the total shelter costs.

Thi. was based on the definition of total cost (direct and indirect),

including costs for contractor overheaa, profit, and contingencies,

design fee, mechanical and electrical equipment, and the basic structure

with entrance, excavation, and backfill. This total cost did not

include shelter furnishings (bunks, benches, etc.), control admin-

istration costs, and land costs.

The costs are shown in Table 2.6 for tVie various shelters chosen by

Curione for his study. It should be stressed that these shelters were

taken from varous literature references and 4ere not designed by

Curione. The cost/space was adjusted to 1982 prices by using the

Engineering News Record Index and was also adjusted to include 20%

O,P,C. Both direct and indirect cost factors were included as noted

above (also see Table 2.1).

The major conclusions in the Curione study are:

(1) Savings of 2-10% might be possible when mass production tech-
niques are applied to shelter building programs if a suffici-
ently large volume of work is generated.

(2) Transportation costs become critical for mass production tech-
niques ipplied to concrete shelters, so that often the advan-
tages of mass production are lost if the distance from proces-
sing plant to shelter site exceeds 200 miles (in 1967).

(3) Costs for the basic structure, entrance, and earthwork consti-
tute 48-50% of the total shelter costs. The remainder of the
cost is due to mechanical and electrical, contract administra-
tion, and contractors' overhead, profit, and contingencies.
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Table 2.6 Cost of Shelters from Curione Study (1967)

Number Cost per Cost per Cost per
Shelter of Cost/ Personb Person Person
Typea Persons ft 2  (1966S) 10%,O,P,C 20%,O,P,C

(1982S) (1982$)

CR 100 37.50 375 1302 1420
MA 100 33.60 336 1167 1273
CR 100 25.08 251 371 950

CR 100 27.61 276 959 1046
CR 170 28.30 233 933 1072
CR 300 28.93 289 1005 1096
CR 350 21.45 215 745 813

CR 350 22.22 222 772 842
CR 500 20.46 205 710 775
CR 500 21.67 217 752 320

CR 550 19.80 198 688 751
CR 550 25.60 256 889 970
CR 550 19.91 199 691 754

- 600 19.30 193 670 731
CR 1000 17.30 173 601 656
CR 1000 19.03 190 661 721

CR 1000 20.13 201 699 763
1100 18.70 137 649 708
110 22.44 224 779 850

1100 18.48 185 642 700
CR 5000 14.74 147 512 559
CR 5000 17.27 173 600 655

CR 5000 14.63 146 508 554
CR 5000 16.61 166 577 629

22,000 13.10 131 455 496
CR 30 47.60 470 1632 1780

aCR Rectangular reinforced concrete; MA Multiple arch

bSpace per occupant = lOft 2

w . , ,,. , , ., . , ,, -, • , o . -. , , . . . . . . .. . . .° . .° . ., . . . . . . , . . .
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(4) The cost/occupant for shelters protecting against 5-10 psi
decreases sharply as the number of spaces increases from 100
to 700, but does not change significantly above 700 spaces.

Detailed construction drawings are not presented in Curione's re-

port, nor is there any information concerning costs cf concrete, in-

terior and exterior walls, roof, labor, etc.

2.1.11 Bechtel, Final Study Report for Protective Blast Shelter
System AnaMysls, =~b/

The purpose of this report (Bechtel, 1967) was to study the feasi-

oibty of providi:ig a 25-psi blast shelter system for the entire popula-

tion of Providence, Rhode Island. The distribution of shelters through-

out the city was to be compatible with a olan that would permit Inading

by walking access within 30 minutes after an alert. Space allotment was

10 ft 2 per sheltered occupant. Some conceptual factors to be con-

sidered to minimize costs were dual-purpose-use of public-owned land,

and construction problems and legal factors affecting site availability.

Cost estimates for newly-constructed single- or dual-purpose shel-

ters were based on buried, rectangular, concrete-box structures which

were similar to the 25-psi shelter garage in OCO Standard Design Series

G35-2, April 11, 1962 (OCD, 1963). See also S-55 and C45 reports in

that series. The following cost factors were included in the estimates

(prices for construction items were in-place costs, including allowances

for material, labor, overhead, and profit): (1) Site survey and

preparation, (2) excavation and backfill, (3) dewatering, (4) relocation

of buried, utilities footings and concrete-box main structure, (5)

entrance ramps, (6) blast doors and valves, (7) ventilation system, (8)

water and sanitation, (9) emergency diesel generator and fuel tank, (10)

electrical system, (11) site drainage and landscaping, (12) ftes for

construction permits, and (13) overhead and profit. Not included were

other fees and taxes associated with construction, provisions for food,

medical facilities, and corn nunications/monitoring equipment, air

conditioning, or maintenance of completed shelters. Prices reflected a

nationwide mean adjusted to Providence, RI as of September 30, 1966.
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Constructic costs were based on awarding a minimum of five structures

to any one tractor, thus allowing for a learning factor.

All of the shelters considered in this study were of relatively

large size. Cost/space was estimated for the various capacities for

hotr sirgle-purpose and dual-purpose use (see Table 2.7). The single-

purpose use is of most interest to this review; thus, we will not dis-

cuss dual-purpose use (except it is interesting to note that the costs

increase for dual-purpose use was usually 1-10% higher than single- pur-

pose cost).

Table 2.7. 3helter Costs Single and Dual-Purpose Use

196E Cost,$ 198? Cost,$ 1966 Cost,$ 1982 Cost,$
Capacity Single- Per Per Dual- Pe±r Per

Purpose Occupant Occupant Purpose Occupant Occupant

2000 456,500 228 803 - -

6000 1,350,)00 225 792 1,52 8 ,3 00 a 255 898

8500 1,704,500 200 704 - -

aRecreation Center

Most cost studies agree that the cost per occupant varies inversely

with shelter size fcr a give-, type of shelter configur-ation. The rate

of decrease is quite rapid as shelter sizes vary from 100 to 5000

spaces, approaching an asymptote for shelters greater than 5000 spaces.

Tne cost savings are realized because of an increased volume to surface

area as well as consolidation of required services when shelter capacity

increases.
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2.1.12 Longinow and Stepanek, Civil Defense Shelter Opticns for Fall-

out and Blast Protection (Single-Purpose), 1968

The purpose of this study (Longinow & Stepanek, 1968) was to

develop data on shelter concepts, costs, and protective capabilities of

shelters capable of being utilized in shelter complexes at appropriate

locations. Designs and costs were considered for structures capable of

withstanding 0, 10, 20 and 30 psi overpressure at three burial

conditions for six different costing options. The types of structures

were: tl) rectangular reinforced concrete; (2) concrete and timber; (3)

reinforced concrete arch; and (4) steel arch. The three kinds of burial

were (1) location below grade, (2) balance cut and fill, and (3) location

at grade. There was wide variation in the six cost options, which can be

summarized as follows (see Table 2.8).

Table 2.8 Cost Factors Considered in Longinow/Stepanek Options

Option W " 3 i

W V)

I X-A X 0 0 0 X 0 X

2 X-A X A A 0 X A X

3 X-A X C C X X A X

4 X-C X 0 0 0 X C X

5 X-C X A A 0 X C X

6 X-C X C C X X C X

NOTE: X - included
0 - excluded
A - austere, see text
C - comfortable, see text
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The consideration of all the structural designs, burial options,

"and optimal equipment led to 834 separate design cases. References to

Longinow and Stepanek's original study will show thdt the most

economical type of structure is dependent on the type of burial, as well

0 as space, cost option, and pressure.

For the designs of Longinow and Stepanek with no shock isolation,

prices updated to 1982, burial condition 1, (below grade) and 10 to 30

psi, for 500 spaces, the most economical shelters are the steel arch and

4 the reinforced concrete arch. For the same conditions and 1000 spaces,

the most economical shelters are the rectangular reinforced concrete and

the reinforced concrete arch. For the same conditions and 5000 spaces,

the most economical shelter was the reinforced concrete arch.

2.1.13 Holmes and Narver - Parametric Study of Small Personnel Blast

Shelters, 1969

This study (Shimizu et al., 1969) focused on analyzing the costs of

Sseveral blast shelter designs based on three parameters (shelter capa-

city, blast overpressure, and type of construction). Preliminary costs

"of three types of shelters (rectangular concrete, concrete arch, and

steel arch) were given based solely on two cost factors, shelter struc-

ture and earthwor-k. Cost data were presented in the form of total she]-

ter costs as a function of shelter spaces for the three types of

shelters studied (See Table A-10).

Because of the very limited cost factors included in the original

estimates (see Table 2.1), it was necessary to estimate several neces-

sary improvements to the shelters to bring the design and outfitting of

'1 the shelters up to the level of design used to compare the costs of

various other shelter designs included in Appendix A. Entrance costs

were estimated by allowing for 25% of basic costs (a very conservative

figure) to be charged to entrance construction. Mechanical and elec-

trical costs were estimated, as they were for other studies, by assuminq
that they amounted to about 25% of basic costs (earthwork, shelter

structure, and entrance/exit). Estimates for shock isolation were made
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only for shelters at overpressures of 50 psi or greater and were ob-

tained from the arguments of Aimmann and Whitney for levels I and 3. The

costs so obtained were adjusted to 1982 prices using the Engineering

News Record Index and were finally adjusted for 20% overhead, profit,

and contingencies.

These costs are high because the original costs for structure and

earthwork were high so that additions at 25% for entrance and mechanical

and electrical were also higher than for other cost studies.

This report contains some very interesting general comments about

generic types of shelter designs. These arguments are summarized as

follows. Concrete rectangular shelters with flat horizontal roof and

flat vertical walls resist blast loading by developing bending or com-

bined bending and compression stresses. Compared to arched cylindrical

designs, the rectangular shape gains little from participation of the

soil in transmitting blast-induced pressure. It was stated that rec-

tangular shelters are not efficient for overpressures greater than 50

psi because heavier slabs and beams or intermediate supports such as

columns and bearing wal Is are required, with a subsequent reduction in

space. These conclusions agree with the findings of the IITRI studies.

For low pressures, however, the rectangular shape provides maximum use-

able space, is the simplest to construct, is the most adaptable to

forming, and is particularly suited for design where relatively short

roof spans are needed.

Fully-buried semicircular metal arches, of the multiplate design,

have been successfully blast-tested for blast loads from nuclear ex-

plosions in the 100 Kt range at pressures of 25 to 50 psi for no re-

inforcement and for 75 to 100 psi for steel rib reinforcement. Based on

conventional stress analysis, such structures are not predicted to with-

stand significant overpressure. It is believed that the shape of the

arch and its flexibility allows the metal arch to resist blast pressures

due to the favorable phenomenon of earth arching.

Semicircular, reinforced concrete arches do not undergo deflections

like those experienced by the flexible metal arch, thus they are not as

favorably affected by soil-structure interaction. A reinforced concrete

arch with 8-in. wall and 16-ft span has been successfully tested at
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pressures up to 200 psi. Although the reinforced concrete arch is one

of the most blast-resistant designs, considerable costs can be incurred

in the forming of curved concrete surfaces. Forming problems are signi-

ficant for small shelters, but become less significant as shelter capa-

city increases. Uninhabitable space in arch or cylindrical structures

can be used for storage and equipment.

In general, flexible cylindrical and ellipsoidal structures in

granular soil are very effective in resisting blast loading because of

soil-structure interaction.

At low overpressure, the rectangular concrete shelter costs the

least. At 25 psi there is a trade-off. For less than 25 occupants, the

concrete rectangular shelter is the least expensive. For the higher

overpressures the concrete rectangular shelter becomes uneconomical so

that the shelters of choice are the concrete arch type. At 100 psi

overpressure for less than 25 occupants, the metal arch costs slightly

less than the fully buried concrete shelter. For more than 25 occu-

pants, the reinforced concrete arch is much cheaper.

2.2 SMALL-GROUP OR FAMILY-SIZED SHELTERS

As is evident from the previous reviews, the bulk of design efforts

for blast shelters, particularly those dealing with cost optimization,

have been focused on shelters for groups of 100 or more. There is, how-

ever, limited literature on single-family shelters with much of it asso-

ciated with vendor brochures or with articles in general civil defense

magazines (Protect and Survive Monthly - March 1981, April 1981, October

1981, March 1982; Journal of Civil Defense - No. 4, 1969, No. 4, 1980,

etc.). Some of these small shelters will be briefly reviewed here to

provide limited information on the types available and the associated

price ranges.
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i 2.2.1 Colvic Fiberglass Shelter.

Colvic Nuclear Shelters of London, U.K., offers a fiberglass shel-
ter with 0.5- to 1-in. wall thickness designed for 15-psi overpressure.

This modular unit is capable of protecting 4-5 persons at a cost of

about 7000 British pounds ($11,200 in 1982 U.S. dollars) which amounts

to $2240/person (including installation costs). This unit is outfitted

* with a blast door and ventilation with appropriate filters. Costs do

I not include hotel accommodations, food and water, etc.

"This cylindrical tank shelter was described in some detail in the

March, 1981, issue of Protect and Survive Monthly. Suggested installa-

tion conditions were burial 4 ft below ground and encasement in 10 in.

I of steel-reinforced concrete prior to covering. When installed, the

shelter is supposed to provide a protection factor of 4000 and to resist

15 psi overpressure.

In the ventilation system, the intake was designed so that air is

drawn upward, to decrease intake of radioactive dust. Any dust entering

the system would be collected on standard replaceable filters.

The use of spring-mounted beds was studied and found to be too

costly. Present bedding is based on hammocks in combination with a

spring-supported floor for protection against ground motion. The

furnishings are sparse, consisting of a small table and a cupboard for

utensils. The space under the floor is reserved for a waste holding

tank and emergency food and water.

As described in Protect and Survive Monthly (April 1981), the MK II

version of the shelter was blast-tested up to 50 psi at the appropriate

distance from a conventional 500-ton explosion. At the 50-psi

overpressure level, the structural shell incurred one small corner

crack, structurally insignificant, after bending down 2 inches under the

blast load. Although the shell of the structure underwent violent

movements, it was concluded that any occupants would have remained

unharmed. The blast valves in the air intake system functioned well,

reducing the outside pressure to about 0.25 psi. Because of the

spring-mounted flooring, interior items were relatively undisturbed.

. . .. . . . . . . . . . . ./
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Major detrimental effects were that the air intake pipe and outlet pipe

were stripped of their protective hoods by the force of the explosion.

Measures for dealing with protection of ventilation shafts are suggested

in the second part of this report in the discussion of corrugated

culvert shelters. (Section 4.1.3).

2.2.2 The Egg

Biosphere Corporation in the U. S. has for a number of years of-

fered for sale to the general public a modular family shelter called

"Tne Egg." Tnis shelter described in Protect and Survive Monthly, March

1982 is constructed from reinforced fiberglass and is offered as both a

nuclear fallout shelter and a subterranean vacation home capable of

accommodating up to six people. The Egg originally was quoted at

$30,000 (1982), completely installed, based on the condition that the

company handles all installation, landscaping, etc. Standard equipment

and available options are listed in Table 2.9.

"The Egg" is designed for clustering so that small communities can

be sheltered. In the event of blockage of the main door, an emergency

door is provided, consisting of an overhead hatch covered by four feet

of sand in a cylinder reaching to the surface. For an emergency, the

hatch is removed and the sand, which flows readily, falls into the Egg,

allowing quick egress.

The shell is constructed from a 1-1/4-in.-thick fiberglass sand-

wiched wall having a rigid foam core. The wall gains strengtn boti from,

its thickness and the elliptical form. Attenuation of radiation is pro-

vided by burial under about 4-1/2 ft of earth.

The cost of $30,000 for protecting 4-5 people in a modular unit

(>$6000/occupant) would appear to be quite excessive. There are recent

indications by the manufacturers that if a significant market develops

for this shelter, much of the initial capital cost can be recaptured and

the price of the modular unit may decrease to the $20,000 range. This

is still high compared to other modular units, but it should be noted

that the Egg has a high level of habitability items.
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Table 2.9 Equipment for uThe Egg"

Ii

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

SHELL WALL
Constructed with fire retardant, fiberglass reinforced plastic, PVC foam

core sandwich

ENTRY PACKAGE
Stair companionway with ground-level access door.
Vestibule

STANDARD INTERIOR ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Bulkheads (3) 105 amp/hr storage
Water-tight door batteries
Shelves 5-circuit, marine-grade
Drawers fuse panel
Seats with cushions - twin berth Marine-grade,
4 berths with cushions couble-insulated wiring
2 tables 1 fluorescent light
Kitchen sink 3 wall-mounted reading
Bathroom sink with shower lamps

Marine-grade water system
pump

WATER SYSTEM (2) 12-volt electrical
Pressurized filtered water in kitchen outlets

with manual backup Pedal-driven battery
Manual foot pump for shower, 470-gal charger

water storage tank

VENTILATION SYSTEM
SANITATION SYSTEM 6" PVC tubes with screening

Vacuum-assist toilet, operates and filtering
automatically with floor pedal (2) 12-volt ventilation fans

600-gal waste holding tank

ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE
KITCHEN ACCESSORIES 12-volt AM-FM radio/

(2) 12-volt cooking units cassette player

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

Freeze-dried food assortment First aid kit
110-volt umbilical power package Custom-tailored linens
70-gal extra water storage Emergency exit ladder
12-volt solar charger system Dosimeter
C.B. radio transmitter/receiver Geiger counter
Carpeting High-level ion counter
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2.2.3 Steel Modular Unit: Survival Module Construction, New Forge

Works, Great Britain, ?rotect and Survive Monthly, Oct., 1981

In the October 1981 issue of Protect and Survive Monthly, a steel

modular unit called Survival Module Construction designed by a company

New Forge Works, 1981) in Great Britain, was described. Offered for

family units, the shelter includes the following package: Swiss VA2O

ventilation unit, blast valves, blast and airtight entry/exit doors and

such accommodations as bunks, timber-lined living area, toilet, shower,

sump pump, storage area, 12 V lighting system, wash basin, and water

supply (1400 liters for drinking, 350 liters for sanitation). The

module can be protected by reinforced concrete to the level of hardness

desired by the customer. Emergency escape is provided by a hydraulic

door capable of lifting 5 tons of soil or debris.

The cost in 1981 was quoted at 8500 British pounds for a family

unit. Based on an exchange rate of $2.13 U.S. dollars/British pound,

this gives a 1981 price in the U.S. of $19,550 or, for a family of 5, a

cost/occupant of $3910. However, there have been recent dramatic gains

made by the dollar in the exchange market, quoted at about $1.6/Pound as

of December 29, 1982. Because of this, this shelter would cost $13,600

in U. S. dollars, or $2720 per occupant as of December, 1982.

2.2.4 Sawyer Shelter: H.A. Sawyer, Economy Blast Shelter, August 1969

In 1969, H. A. Sawyer (Sawyer, 1969) proposed a simple do-it-

yourself reinforced concrete shelter to protect a family against over-

pressures up to 30 psi. This shelter was designed to be constructed in

the immediate vicinity of the basement of the family home, such that a

door was provided for access to the basement. An optional manhole in

the ceiling for emergency exits was suggested.

The main structure was constructed from solid concrete blocks, 8 x 8

x 16 in., stacked in a circular fashion in progressively smaller circles

to resemble the shape of one-half of an egg. The blocks of the first

course were laid on a thin mortar bed on polyethylene with the long

dimension in the radial direction, for footing. The roof was to be
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poured in place with concrete (3000 psi) and appropriately reinforced

with steel bar. The shelter, 10-ft-ID at the bottom and 8-ft-ID at the

top, contained 10 courses of blocks to give a height of about 6 ft, 8

in. and could sleep six people.

Ventilation is provided by an inlet pipe (3-in. galvanized pipe)

equipped with a 60 cfmn hand-driven blower. The vent should be painted

with a heat reflective material and located at a distance froin the house
greater than the wall height. A filter for use after the blast can be

screwed into the shaft. The shelter is also provided with a waste drain

pipe. Both the waste pipe and the vent pipe are potentially vulnerable

to blast unless corrective measures are taken. The ventilation system

can also be criticized because only one shaft is included with the as-

sumption that the door will serve as the air discharge point.

The shelter provides sleeping space for 6 people. Bunks are con-

structed from 3/4-in. external plywood hung from the roof by eyebolts.

The ceiling is to be poured on forms constructed of plywood sheets

fitted over the top wall course and supported by 4 x 4 stringers braced

by 4 x 4 posts.

The protection factor for this shelter was estimated to be about

1000. This was based on construction adjacent to an exterior wall of a

residence, with a hole in the wall for entrance/exit and an optional

manhole for emergencies. Roof cover was at least 30 in. minimum -- 15

in. of earth and a 15-in.-thick concrete roof. For houses with basements,

the floor level of the shelter is about one foot below the basement

floor; for houses without basements, the shelter floor level could be

about 3 feet below the floor level of the house, if a proper retaining

concrete wall is provided between the shelter and the adjacent

residence. The radiation protection assumes some shielding by the resi-

dence and shielding by a special wall it tne entrance. In the absence

of a blast valve or a standard blast door, protection is to be provided

by a wooden blast door rolled into place on casters in a light wooden

guide across the basement entrance. An additional 8-block emergency

barrier can be put in place by the occupants after the blast wave has

passed.

SI l I IJ
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Table 2.10 Itemized Costs of tne Sawyer Shelter (30 psi)

Low High
Construction Factor Do-It-urself Contractor

Cost Cost

196T'982 196-"982

Materials 390 1103 390 1108

Skilled Labor - Excavation,
Entrance Hole, Mason, Backfill 115 327 250 71U

Additional Labor - Carpentry,
Ditching, Painting - 250 710

Contractor's Involvement 300 852

505 1435 1190 3380
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The costs of the Sawyer family blast shelter are itemized in a

general sui-inary in Table 2.11, with two types of construction, by do-it-

your,ýelf or by contractor. The estimate of $600/occupant in 1982 dol-

lars for tne contractor-built version is an attractive figure for any

Kind of shelter offering any level of blast protection at present-

day prices (favyily-size shelter). However, it appears to be L bit

conlservative. Items which appear not to be adequately covered are:

(1) satisfactory ventilation, in that there are not enough shafts

pruviJed or the design is vulnerable to blast; (2) proper positioning,

design, and drainage of the waste pipe; (3) the function of the entrance

to tne basenent in the presence of olast or fire is questionabla; and

(4) t'iere is no provision for electrical items. The level of

habitability would be classified as very austere.

2.2.5 Plans and Specifications for Family blast Shelters (30 psi)

Emergency Measures Organization, Ottawa, Canada, 1962

In 1962, a detailed description of blast shelter designs capable of

oitistandiny 30-,.si overpressure at three conditions of burial (below-

grdde, partially below grade, and above grade) was published by Canadian

autiorities (EMO, 1962). The drawings are presertted in detailed plan

and elevation views. Extensive specifications were given for the fol-

lowing: excavation, concrete work, waterproofing, carpentry, miscel-

laneous metalwork, mechanical work, and instructions for operating the

smielter ventilating equipment.

For this shelter, no cost data were presented; therefore, no con-

parisons can be made with the costs of the previously-discussed small

group shelters.

2.2.6 Summary of Family-Sized Shelters
The cost factors included in the austere and commodious packages

for most of these coinmercially-cesigned, family-sized shelters are sum-

marized in Table 2.12. For details of the items included in the austere

or cominodious case, the text should be consulted. Approximate estimates

of the cost/space for the various shelters, with austere and commodious

cases when available, are given (as $1982) in Table 2.13.
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Table 2.12 Cost Comparison for Several Family-Sized Snelters

Total Cost Cost/Space Total Cost Cost/Space
Study Austere Case Austere Case Comfortable Confortable

Colvic $8,000 $1,600 S 9,600 S1,92U
(5 spaces)

SMC NA NA 13,600 2,720
(5 spaces)

The Egg NA NA 20,000 3,333
(6 spaces)

Sawyer 1,435 240 3,380 563
(6 spaces)

NOTE: NA - Not available
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2.3 RECENT STUDIES

2.3.1 Donn Corrugated Culvert Shelters, Donn Blast Shelter Test No. I

Miser's Bluff Event I1-I, ilarch 1979; Donn Blast Shelter Test

No. 2, Miser's Bluff Event II-II, March 1979; Blast/Fall-Out

Shelter, Dec. 1978

The Donn Coporation (Donn Corp., 1973, 1979) has been the most

recent active supporter of the use of corrugated steel culverts for

blast shelters. A drawing of the Donn corruyated culvert shelter tested

at Mliser's Biuff Event 1I-I is snown in Fig. 2.1. A minimum of 39

inches of soil cover was determined to be necessary to allow development

of an effective earth arch. A soi I cover of 48 in. was calculated to

provide adequate protection against initial nuclear radiation Troin an

airburst of 1 megaton or greater at the 50 psi overpressure range. A

compromise value of 42 in. of soil cover was adopted for the

non-radioactive test.

The dimensions of particular interest in the 'Jonn design are:

1. The main shelter was fabricated from sectional corrugated
plate, 3 in. x 1 in. wide corrugations.

2. There were two, 24-in.-wide plates per revolution, and 7 sec-
tions of 24-in. revolutions wnicn gave a main section 168 in.
long.

3. Plate thickness was 0.064 in.

4. The entrance shaft was corrugated culvert 120 in. long by 30-
36 in. 1.D., with thickness of 0.064 in.

5. The base of the entry shaft was a flat steel plate, 0. 109 in.
thick.

6. The access tunnel was corrugated steel, 30-in.-dianeter and 48
in. long, with connections between the entry shaft and one end
of the main shelter made by using banded o-ring joints.

7. The ends of the shelter room were constructed fron truncated
30" right cones of 0.109-in.-tnick steel (tapering froun 73 in.
to 30 in.). The cones were constructed from three pieces of
sheet metal bolted together.

*:~~~~_&f-_ Z.f..*-.:' *.
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S8. The cone at the closed end of the main shelter was closed with

a flat steel plate, 0.250 in. thick.

9. For 50 and 100 osi tests, blast doors at the top of the shafts

"* were 3/8-in.-thick HSLA (high strength low alloy) hinged to the

top of the entry shaft. Blasts valves were 10-in.-diameter,

fast-acting spring loaded domes, mounted on the blast door.

The Miser's Bluff Test, Event II-I, allowed the opportunity to test

the blast shelters under dynamic conditions for blast effects, which in

the initial moments, are good simulations of effects of nuclear

Z detonations. The main purpose of testing the Donn designs was to deter-

mine if a light-gage metal shelter, aided by earth arching, would with-

stand overpressures in the 50-100 psi range.

Shelters designed basically according to Fig. 2.1 and the specifi-

cations listed above were tested at 50 and 100 psi levels. Blast doors,

r." valves, and entry tunnels were tested only at the 50 and 100 psi levels.

At the 150 psi level only the buried main shelter was tested.

Overall, the main portion of the Donn shelter showed an excellent

U capability to withstand overpressures up to 150 psi, with the aid of

earth arching. For the three pressures, the mode of deformation was as

a slightly flattened oval with the shelters being permanently set as

ellipses. Some travel of the crown was observed for all three

pressures. The most vulnerable aspect of the Donn shelter design was

the method of attachment of the blast door. Because of inadequate sup-

port for the blast door, the force of the blast at both 50 and 100 psi

led to crumpling of the upper portion of the entrance shaft in the form

of a compressed bellows.

Also of interest was that the twin blast valves functioned accept-

ably at 50 and 100 psi. Finally, there w!as no failure in the 0.109-in.

cover or the 0.250-in. end plates. Air pressure buildups were 1.15 psi

A and 1.86 psi at 50 and 100 psi, respectively.

,°o
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With the success of tests at Miser's Bluff, Event I1-I, it became

desirable to make further tests of multiple bursts using the full length

(30 ft) of the shelter room to assure steel culvert performance inde-

pendent of end phenomena. The nature of the Event 1I-Il tests afforded

the opportunity to determine the ability of the Donn shelters to

-* withstand the longer duration load test which simulated the type of

blast loading characteristic of larger yield nuclear weapons. The test

consisted of a multiple detonation of 6 pods of 120 tons each of ANFO

which exposed the shelter to overpressures, in quick succession, of 50,

60, 30, and 20 psi.

The only significant changes in the shelter tested at Event I-II ,

compared to the shelter of Event II-I, were:

1. Total length of the main shelter was 336 inches.

2. The formerly closed end was connected via the standard
30-in.-ID, 48-in.-long tunnel to a cellar.

3. The blast door was an elliptical sliding dome of 28-in.-diam.,
which was a combination blast door/valve.

"4. Of special significance to future occupancy, a 160-lb dummy was
placed in a double hamnock suspended from the crown of the
shelter with eyebolts. A 200-lb sandbag dumny was placed on
3/8-in. plywood supported on 2 X 4's on the shelter floor.
Another 200 lb. sandbag dummy was placed on 4 inches of foam
laid over 3/8-in, plywood supported by the shelter floor.

The Donn blast shelters survived the multiple blast effect without

showing any signs of local buckling. Shelter diameter was changed by

approximately 3%. The sliding blast door did not totally prevent

"pressure leakage. Pressure buildups were 2.8 psi in the main shelter,

and 6.98 and 5.55 psi in the entrance and exit tunnels, respectively.

The performance of the blast door may have been significantly affected

"by the collapse of the cellar. The conclusions were that the blast door

should be redesigned.

Finally, the dummies sustained minimal stress and damage with move-

ments of 2.69 in., 0.75 in., and 0.25 in. for the hammock dummy, the

dummy on plywood, and the dummy on foam, respectively.

N
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2.3.2 R. V. Kamath and M. D. Wright - RTI Report, Feasibility and Cost
Analyses of Surge Period Shelter Proqram, 1980

The purpose of this report (Kanath and Wright, 1980) was to assess

the feasibility and costs of providing all-effects shelters in risk areas

for an in-place shelter plan as well as a population relocation plan. The

major variables considered were time available, sheltered population,

shelter design, and resource requirements and availability.

Construction costs, resource availability, and nationwide resource

I availability were assessed for six shelter designs - reinforced concrete
- rectangular shelter (500 and 1000 capacity), reinforced concrete arch

"* shelter (500), steel arch shelter (500), steel dome corrugated culvert

" (20), and lumber shelter. For various surge periods, the capability of

providing shelter spaces and minimum costs of providing protection to

-selected population groups were calculated. Critical resources that may

* limit sheltet construction capability were identified.

However, the major items from the RTI study that will be considered

in this review are tne designs and updated cost estimates for several

major types of blast shelters which have been considered major candidates

for the large-scale blast shelter program historically. The first four

shelters were of the more conventional type and each was designed to

provide 10 ft 2 of floor space per occupant. Three ;aodes of burial were
considered: below grade, semiburied, or aboveground. The rectangular,

* reinforced-concrete arch, and steel arch shelters were all designed to

protect against nuclear fallout and to withstand 30 psi free-field

i overpressure and associated thermal effects and initial nuclear radiation.
*' It was stated tnat the above designs have been shown to withstand 50 psi

"incident pressure in actual blast (non-nuclear) tests, but no references

were given.

The rectangular, reinforced-concrete shelter was based on a modular-

ized design, with the 500-space shelter containing 20 modules, having

. dimensions of 80 ft long X 64 ft wide. Interior walls were 6 in. thick,

exterior walls were 10 in. thick, and the roof was 18 in. tnick. The re-

inforced concrete arch was a 4-in.-thick shell, 82 ft long with an
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internal radius of 17.5 ft, and was set on arch footings. End walls

were 10 in. thick with separate footings. The shell of the steel arch

structure was 1/2-in.-thick steel plate. End walls were also 10-in.-

thick concrete.

The steel dome shelter was based directly on the design extensively

described and tested by the Donn Corporation (Donn, December 1978; March

1979). The RTI shelter is a resilient, high-strength, underground sys-

tem designed to house up to 20 occupants for overpressures up to 50 psi.

The RTI shelter design was based on burial of 39 inches to provide ade-

quate protection from thermal effects and radiation. Entrances were

constructed from vertical corrugated culvert section (about 30-in.-ID)

connected to the ends of the main corrugated steel structure by short

sections of 30-in.-ID culvert. The union between the horizontal, 30-in.

connecting section and the main culvert (6.5-ft-ID) was accomplished by

reducing the main structure cross section to 30-in.-ID with a conical

attachment (sheet metal thickness was 0.109 in.). Blast protection was

provided by high-strength, semielliptic, steel domes, equipped with in-

tegral fast-acting blast valves, placed directly over the top of the

vertical entrance section. We believe that this design has certain

shortcomings for blast pressures in excess of 10-20 psi. Among these

are collapse of the vertical entrance section upon loading and insuffi-

cient arrangements for survival of ventilation shafts. Simple construc-

tion techniques for avoiding the weaknesses will be discussed in

Section 4.1 on using corrugated culvert shelter for reduction of costs

of shelter in general.

All data used in the RTI study to estimate costs for materials,

labor, and labor productivity were obtained from two primary sources (R.

S. Means Building Construction Cost Data and R. S. Means Mechanical and

Electrical Cost Data). All costs were computed as national averages

under normal economic conditions. These data can be adjusted to the

costs in a particular state by using appropriate factors. Data for
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determining the amount of reinforcement required for structural members

of arch and rectangular shelters were obtained by the authors from the

extensive IITRI work summarized in Civil Defense Shelter Options:

Deliberate Shelters - Vol. II (IITRI, 1971). To provide an example of

how RTI achieved their final cost figures, the shelter characteristics,

material, labor cost factors and unit costs used to estimate the costs

for constructing the 500-space rectangular reinforced concrete shelter

are given in Table 2.13. A summary of the itemized shelter costs for

burial condition 1 (below grade) for the 5 main shelters developed by

RTI is given in Table 2.14.

Based on the costs for various other shelter design efforts, up-

dated to 1982, these costs/space for rectangular and arch shelters

appear unrealistically low. Items which appear to be underestimated are

excavation and backfill costs and certain aspects of concrete work. The

only study which produces cost figures anywhere in this ballpark are

those of Havers and Lukes, for comparable level of comfort in the shel-

ter (see Table 2.15). The basic shelter earthwork, entrance plus

mechanical and electrical are included in the costs but comfortable

habitability items, such as food, sanitation, water, hotel

accommodations, and control package are not considered. It is

interesting to note that the estimated 1982 costs of the Longinow and

Stepanek shelter similar to the RTI rectangular structure are

considerably higher.

There are several other pieces of information useful to reducing

costs of blast shelters which may be gleaned from this report. First,

the data were analyzed to determine what portion of the total structure

cost could be attributed to mechanical and electrical costs. These per-

centages were necessary for updating cost data from various studies. A

compromise figure for obtaining estimates was to add 25% of the cost of

the basic structure (earthwork, entrance, main structure) to account for

M&E. If there is a need for estimates of a more comfortable shelter,

hotel accommodations, sanitation and control package can be estimated,

we believe, relatively accurately by adding $50-$100/space to the other

subtotals (See Section 2.4.1). There is so much variety in the types of

food which can be supplied, ranging all the way from crackers, cheap

canned goods, whole grain, or grain cereals to exotic freeze-dried foods,
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TABLE 2.14. SUMMARY OF SHELTER COSTS FOR 5 BELOW GRADE RTI SHELTERS (KAMATH 1980)

SHELTER TYPE REINFORCED CONCRETE STEEL
RtLIANUULAR ARCH ARCH DOME

CAPACITY (PERSONS) 500 I000 500 500 ZO

1. Site Preparation (S) 891 1,246 1,068 1,068 249

2. Shelter

Excavation (M) 2,377 4,247 4,158 4,158 101

Earthwork ($) 6,578 11,152 14,502 14,502 481

Structural (S) 85,876 162,009 66,307 102,675 3,178

Mechianical (S) 21,187 42,374 21,18/ 21,187 848

Electrical (S) 5,938 11,876 5,938 5,938 238

Shelter (Total) (S) 121,956 231,658 112,092 148,460 5,095

3. Entranceway (S) 5,173 10,038 5,019 5,019 *

4. Total Cost ($) 128,020 242,942 118,179 154,547 5,095

5. Total Cost Including

Overhead and Profit (S)

6. Gross Floor Area (S.F.) 5,120 10,240 4,644 4,644 120

7. Usuable Floor Area (S.F.) 4,872 9,704 4,636 4,636 120

8. Usable Area per Shelter Space 9.74 9.70 9.27 9.27 6.0
(S. F./Shelter Space)

9. Cost (Including Overhead J2.25 30.73 33.42 39.94 51.13

and Profit) per Square foot

of usable area (S/S.F.)

10. Cost (Including Overhead 314.28 298.21 309.88 370.35 306.75

and Profit) per Shelter

Space (S/Shelter Space)

11. Costs/Space, 1982 392.95 373 387 462 383

*Included in shelter costs
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that this cost factor probably should be estimated for such cases as

austere, barely comfortable, very comfortable.

For example, corn meal can be bought in bulk for $0.06/lb (Jan.,

1983). For this very austere diet, the cost amounts to about $5/month/

person. Of course,, this diet would have to be augmented with vitmins

and minerals. We estimate the cost of permanent wdter storage to be

about $1/gal.; or for 30 gal./person for a 1-month stay, this amounts to

about $30/person for water. Reclaimed containers, or expedient measures

(e.g., plastic bags in trash cans) can be much cheaper.

Two estimates of the costs of a corrugated steel culvert shelter

are presented in the RTI report. In Table 2.16 are shown the cost esti-

mates for a steel dome shelter with a capacity of 20. This summary was

taken directly from Donn's brochure. We believe that several of the

individual items are priced unreasonably low, and that other factors

make this design unreasonable. The vulnerability of the entrance design

to crushing at significant blast overpressures has been previously

argued. The shelter has an internal diameter of 78 inches. Swiss ex-

perience 'has shown that to avoid claustrophobic effects on the occu-

pants, the shelter should have an ID of about 8-9 ft. The cost for

material appears far too low. Even if all the material costs could be

allocated to the 30-ft main section, this allows for a cost of only $40/

linear ft, omitting for the moment any consideration of connecting sec-

tions, entrance conduit, end pieces, or blast covers.

According to the original Donn document, the quoted price of $115/

shelter (1978) was based on a 6-year, large-scale program for building

5.5 million shelters. Thus, the unrealistically low price may be at

least partially explained by savings inherent in a very large program.

Perhaps with these considerations in mind, RTI arranged to obtain a

separate estimate for the cost of end caps and obtained independent

estimates of the other costs from standard reference texts. Details of

those estimates for the 20-man culvert are given in Table 2.17.
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TABLE 2.16 MATERIALS AND COSTS FOR STEEL DOME SHELTER
(CAPACITY 20)

MATERIALS POUNDS

SHELTER SHELL 2250

END CAPS 470

ACCESS TUNNELS 200

VERTICAL SHAFTS 570

ACCESSORIES 220

BLAST VALVES 150
TOTAL

COSTS DOLLARS

MATERIALS $1110

LABOR, BURDEN G&A 490
(EXCEPT CHARGES FOR
PLANT & EQUIPMENT)

DISTRIBUTION 250

FIXED CHARGES: 33
(PLANT & EQUIPMENT

FULLY ABSORBED)

EXCAVATION 420
TOTAL COSTS
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Table 2.17 Resource Requirements for Steel Culvert Shelter
RTI Report (1980 prices,

Material/ Labor Total Total Cost
Burial Equipment Cost Cost Including

Activity Description Option Cost ($) ($) ($) O&P ($)

I. Earthwork

Site Clearance #1 75.00 103.00 130.00 231.00

Grub and Stump
Removal #1 49.00 20.00 69.00 82.00

Excavation #1 67.00 34.00 101.00 121.00

Backfill (Machine) #1 64.00 25.00 89.00 105.00

Backfill (Hand) #1 0 271.00 271.00 380.00

Tamping (Air) #1 21.00 100.00 121.00 163.00

II. Components

.jhell (1) #1 1770.00 600.00 2370.00 2760.00

End Caps (2) #1 300.00 350.00

Access Tunnell (2) #1 70.00 24.00 94.00 109.00

Vertical Shafts (2) #1 244.00 170.00 414.00 492.00

Ill. Total for 20 man shelter 4793.00

Cost/Space 239.65

NOTE: Burial Option #1 grade level with berm

•"-'" " " .-. ". " " , . . . . . . ..... .. . ..- . i .. ,
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2.4 FRACTIONAL ALLOCATION OF SHELTER COSTS TO BASIC STRUCTURE AND

HABITABILITY ITEMS

For severai different design studies, we have calculated the rela-

tive percentages of total shelter costs which are contributed by the

various structure and habitability items that constitute shelter con-

struction and outfitting. These percentages were calculated for two

different levels of habitability, austere and comfortable and for two

valves of overhead, profit, and contingency (0, P, ind C), 20% and 40%.

For austere habitability, cost allocation was base,' on $30/space for

habitability, representing a minimum for water an( food for d 4-week

stay. For auste.-e mechanical and electrical equipment, we assumed a

noninal $5/space, which should provide for minimal cooling by the

simplest practical means, a Kearny Air Pump (Kearny, 1979). For

comfortable nabitability, cost allocation was based on $100/space for

haoitaoility, representing consideration of 30 gallons of water/space,

food, sanitation facilities, and bunks. For comfortable mechanical and

electrical equipnent, a value of $50-S100/space was used -- a compromise

number inasnuch ds a value in excess of $300/spice has been suggested

for large shelters which must survive high blast pressures (>500 psi).

In general, at higher values of 0, P, and C, the amount of shelter

cost due to basic structural items (earthwork, entrance, structure)

decreases. For a given value of 0, P, and C, the percent contributed by

basic structure depends on the habitability level. In general for 20-

40% 0, P, and C and the comfortable case, direct structure costs

constitute about 50-55% of total costs with the remainder due to

habitability, mecnanical and electrical, contractor overhead, profit,

and contingency, fees, etc. However, for the austere case, structure

costs nay constitute as much as 70% of the total shelter costs.

Anotner interesting trend is that the percentage of costs due to

entranceways decreases as the number of spaces increases from the family

to the 100- to 300-person category. After that, for a fixed pressure,
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entrance costs stay more or less constant with shelter size. For a
given shelter size, there are variations in cost allocation with

pressure. Among the trends are: the percentage of costs due to habita-

bility items decreases and the percentage of costs contributed by struc-

tural items increases as the design pressure level is increased. Al-

tno gh the cost/space for entrances increases with design pressure

level, it increases slower than overall structural costs and thus the

percentage of total cost allocated to entrances decreases as pressure

increases.

In suimnary, for blast shelters designed for the low-pressure range

(0-30 psi), a reasonable set of values for cost item percentage would

be:

Austere case, 20% 0,P,&C Comfortable case, 20% 0,P,&C

Structure - 60% 40-45%
Earthwork - 10% 5%
Entrance - 5-10% 5%
Habitability, Mechanical

and Electrical - 5-7% 20-30%
Contractor's Overhead

Profit and Contingency - 17% 17%

See Table 2.18 for details of some representative studies.

* .. -"- •. . .-. -................- ........-..- ...-. .
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Table 2.18 Fractional Allocation of Shelter Costs
to Basic Structure and Habitability Items

Percent Allocation
Austere t e

Cost Item OPC OPC
40 - 20 40 20

Design: Longinow & Stepanek, Option 3, Rectangular Reinforced Concrete,
500 spaces, 30 psi

Earthwork and shelter structure 52 - 72 45 - 52
Entrance 4 - 4 3- 3
Basic subtotal bb - /6

. Mechanical & electrical 1 - 1 12 - 15
Habitability 5 - 6 11 - 13
Overhead, profit, contingency (OPC) 28 - 17 28 - 17

-" Design: J. Havers, Rectangular Concrete Cubicle, 7-ft span, 100 spaces, 10 psi

Structure 34 - 40 24 - 28
Earthwork 11 -13 8 - 9
Entrance 18 -20 12 - 14
Basic subtotal 44-51

'Z. Mechanical & electrical 1 2 11 - 13
Habitability 7- 8 17 -20
OPC 29 -17 28 - 17

Design: Kamath & Wright (RTI), Rectangular Reinforced Concrete, 500 spaces,
30 psi

Structure 53 - 62 37 - 43
Earthwork and site preparation 5 - 6 4 - 4
Excavation 2 - 2 2 - 2
Entrance 3 - 4 2 - 3
Basic subtotal 44 - 52

Mechanical & electrical 1- 1 12 - 13
Habitability 7 - 9 17 - 20
"OPC 29 - 17 29 - 17

4i:
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I Table 2.18 (continued)

Percent Allocation
Austere Comtortable

Cost Item OPC OPC
40 -20 40 20

m Design: GATC, Steel Cylinder, 28-ft, 3-story, 500 spaces, 100 psi

Earthwork 20 -23 15 17
Shell structure 17 -20 13 15
Hemispherical ends 8- 9 6 7

I Interior structure 10 -12 8- 9
Entrance 12 - 14 9 10
Basic subtotal 7/ - /8 79

Mechanical & electrical I - 1 12 - 14
Habitability 4 - 5 10 - 11
OPC 29 - 17 29 - 17

Design: GATC, Steel Cylinder, 28-ft, 3-story, 500 spaces, 1000 psi

Earthwork 8 - 9 7 - 8
Shell structure 37 - 43 33 - 38
Hemispherical ends 15 - 17 13 - 15
Interior structure 4 - 5 4 - 4
Entrance 6 - 7 5 - 6
Basic subtotal / - l-

Mechnical & electrical 0.2 - 0.3 6 - 7
Habitability 1.5 - 2.0 4 - 5
OPC 29-17 29-17

NOTE: Gverhead, profit, and contingency were calculated by taking either 20 or
40% of the total of the preceding cost items.

In the work on design of entranceways conducted by Stevenson and Havers,
the costs of the entrance was subdivided as follows:

55 to 60% of the costs for basic requiretleiits for Dlast protection
22 to 27% of the costs for protection from ionizing radiation
15 to 20% of the costs for site preparation excavation slope
stabilization, stairs and emergeoy exits.
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2.5 SUMMARY AND REVIEW OF COMPARISUN OF COSTS OF VARIOUS DESIGN STUDIES

A large number of literature studies containing diverse types of

blast shelter designs with various cost factors has been presented in

this review. Costs of the shelters in the year they were designed were

extracted from the studies and updated for 1982, for what we believe is

a reasonable level of construction and habitability. The revised costs

for all the shelters of a particular study were plotted as functions of

pressure and spaces to ascertain the most economical shelter. It is not

the intention here to summarize observations about the design and costs

of all of these shelters. Rather we will attempt to summarize in graph-

ical form the costs of the most economical shelter designs from the

various studies. Relevant comnments concerning the most economical shel-

ter designs as functions of space and overpressure, with particular

focus on the corrugated culvert shelter, (described in section 4.1) are

included. Six figures are presented in this summary.

In Figs. 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, costs/space in 1982 dollars for the most

economical shelters from each study are plotted as a function of over-

pressure in atmospheres (dynamic load) and psi static load. (1 atmo-

sphere dynamic load is equivalent to a little less than 30 psi static

load.) The figures differ because of the level of shock isolation and

protection provided, that is, level 1, level 3 and none in Figs. 2.2,

2.3 and 2.4, respectively. Other basic structure costs and habitability

are the same.

In Figs. 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7, cost/space for the most economical shel-

ters from each study are plotted as a function of spaces per shelter.

Shock protection levels 1, 3, and none are included in Figs. 2.5, 2.6

and 2.7.

The basic shelter factors included in the costs for these graphs

are:

(1) earthwork (excavation and backfill);

(2) basic structure construction (concrete work, metal work,
including materials and labor);

(3) entrance - materials and labor for excavation, blast
protection, radiation shielding, stairs, etc.;
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(4) mechanical - primarily ventilation equipment, including air
blowers, duct work, and external ventilation shafts, and neces-
sary filters;

(5) electrical - lighting, outlets, mechanical wiring, back-up
generator;

(6) contractor's overhead, profit, and contingencies taken at
20% for the prices calculated in Figs. 2.2 thru 2.7.

Costs are corrected to 1982 dollars by use of the Engineering News

Record Index.

Key habitability items not included in the estimates of the costs
in Figs. 2.2 thru 2.7 were: radiation monitoring and coanmlunications, food

and water, bunks, and sanitation. For the interested reader, the prices

in the sumnary figures can be adjusted to account for habitability by

using the approximate percent allocations given in Section 2.4.

An initial inspection of the summary figures suggests several basic

trends of blast shelter costs:

(1) For a specific study, cost/space decreases as the number of
spaces increases. An approximate equation is

Cs = 1/s (Ce + CLL)

for Cs = cost/space at one pressure.
Ce = cost/entrance
CL = cost per length of main structure

S = no. of spaces
L = length of shelter for s spaces

(2) For a specific study, cost/space increases as the overpressure
design level increases, represented by the equation

Cs = A + Bpc

for Cs - cost/space for a shelter of fixed number
of spaces.

(3) For a specific study, cost/space varies according to the type
of architectural design.

2.5.1 Shock Protection Level 1 -- Cost/Space vs Pressure, Fig. 2.2

Costs for shock protertion were included only for pressures equal

to or greater than 50 psi. For the pressure range of 0-50 psi and 500-

1000 spaces, the most economical shelters were the IITRI designs. For
500 spaces, the one- and two-story concrete cubicle and the one-story

concrete arch were comparable in costs for low pressures (0-50 psi).

0 -.'.. W-.- - . . . - - . .. .
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At higher pressures, the one-and two-story concrete cylirnders of IITkI

design were more economical than all shelters except perhaps the

corrugated culvert.

2.5.2 Shock Protection Level 3 - Cost/Space vs Pressure, Fig. 2.3

In general, cost/space decreases for a given shelter configuration

as the number of stories increases. For 1000 spaces, the one-story

concrete cuoicle and the one-story concrete arch were comparable in

costs for low pressures (0-50 psi). At higher pressures, (100-353 psi),

the two-story concrete cylinder was the ,oost economical of the shelters

reviewed in tho literature. However, extrapolated values of cost/space

for the corruoated steel culvert suggest that even at high levels of

occupancy, for shock protection level I (which provides a high degree of

protection from blast for occupants), the culvert would be the most

economical type of shelter for pressures in the 50-29) psi range. At

these pressures, further tests probably should be condicted with the

culvert to ascertain the minimum type of shock protection equipment

needed.

For the pressure range of 0-5U psi and 500 and WUOO spaces the most

economical snelters were the IITRI iesigns. For 500 spaces, the one-

story concrete cubicle and one-story concrete arch were comparable in

costs at lew pressures (0-50 psi). At higher pressures, the costs for

two-story concrete cylinders were comparable with the corrugated

culvert. For 100 spaces, tne IITRI shelters were comparable in costs

with the corrugated culvert only at pressures of 0-50 psi. For 1000

spaces, the one-story concrete cubicle and tne one-story concrete arch

were comparable in costs for low Pressmmres (0-50 psi). At higher pres-

sures, the two-story concrete rclinder was comparable in cost to the

corrugated culvert.

2.5.3 No Shock Protection -- Cost/Space vs Pressure, Fig. 2.4

For the pressure range of 0-50 psi and 500 and 1000 spaces, the

most economical shelter• were the IITRI designs. For this pressure

range and 100 spaces, the IITRI shelters were comparable in price to the

corrugated culvert shelter.
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For 100 spaces, the one-story concrete cubicle was the most eco-

nomical of IITRI designs over most of the range 10-300 psi. For 500

spaces, the one-story structural steel cubicle .rnd one-story concrete

cubicle were the most economical at low pressures, but the two-story

concrete cylinder and corrugated culvert shelter were the most eco-

nomical at high pressures. For 1000 spaces, the one-story structural

steel cubicle and the one-story concrete cubicle were the most eco-

nomical at low pressures (0-50), out the two-story concrete cylinder was

the most economical at pressures from 50-300 psi.

2.5.4 Shock Protection Level 1 -- Cost/Space vs Spaces, Fig. 2.5

The band representing the corrugated culvert shelter costs was con-

structed froit estimates of the cost of the corrugated shelter made by

both Kamath and Wright and by our calculations. The corrugated culvert

shelter appears to be the most economical shelter for pressures of 50

psi or greater and spaces up to about 1000. As noted in the previous

discussion of Fig. 2.2, however, some IITRI designs for 500 and 1000

spaces are comparable or less in price than the corrugated shelter for

pressures of 0-50 psi. Our estimates of costs for the corrugated cul-

vert shelter are higher than those of Kamath and Wright (updated to

1982) for several reasons:

(1) the culvert cross-section was larger, 9 ft vs 6-1/2 ft;

(2) culvert costs included bituminous coatings to increase
service life;

(3) higher costs were estimated for entranceways and ventilation
shafts to sustain higher pressures;

(4) more habitability items were included (cots, toilet, bungee
cords); and

(5) higher costs were estimated for end closure.

The cost/space for the shelter for 6 men is hi.gher than the cost/

space for 18 men because two end pieces, two ventilation shafts and one

entrance are needed for both cases. Some expense fo- the 6-man shelter

could be saved by using a Kearny Air Pump and omitting the blower and

generator.
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2.5.5 Shock Protection Level 3 -- Cost/Space vs Spaces, Fig. 2.6

Again, the corrugated culvert shelter appears to be the most econo-

mical shelter for up to 1000 spaces, for pressures of 50 psi or greater

(up to 200-300 psi). However, it should be recalled from Fig. 2.3 that

for pressures of 0-50 psi and 500 and 1000 spaces, some IITRI shelters

were predicted to be more economical than the cLlvert.

2.5.6 No Shock Protection -- Cost/Space vs Spaces, Fig. 2.7

Again, ,or pressures of 50 psi or greater, the corrugated culvert

shelter is the most economical shelter up to about 500 spaces where some

IITRI designs became competitive. These IITRI structures include the

one-story -oncrete arch, tne one-story concrete cubicle and the one- and

two-story concrete cylinders. For 10 psi and 100 spaces the one-story

concrete cubicle and one-story structural steel cubicle are more econo-

mical tnan the corrugated culvert. Also included in this figure are

estimated cost/space for several widely advertised, commercially avail-

able, small family-size shelters and one personally designed shelter

(H. A. Sawyer). The Sawyer shelter is the only one that is comparable

in price to the corrugated culvert. Also of interest are the costs of

Lnnginow and Stepanek shelters for 10, 20, and 30 psi and 500 to 5000

spaces and the costs of a recent study, that of Kamath and Wright. It

appears tnaL the costs/space for Longiiow and Stepanek studies are only

comparable with the corrugated culvert at very high levels of occupancy.

Tne costs/space for the RTI study appear te be comparable with the costs

of the corrugated culvert at 500 spaces or greater.
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3. COST REDUCTION METhODS

A blast shelter is a system designed to protect occupants from the

effects of weapons and to keep them alive and healtny for some signifi-

cant time afterward. As was done in the first part of this report,

costs can be broken down into the structural components, whicn include

the structure itself, entrances, ventilation intakes and blast valves,

and habitability items. The last category includes air handling and

moving equipment, water storage, sanitation, food, light, and sleeping

provisions.

The extremely austere habitability packages which will keep people

alive (though not comfortable) for two weeks can be assembled for a

relativcly few dollars per occupant from commercially available

materials. At the opposite extreme, hotel facilities for important

command and contro, centers can cost upwards of a few hundred dollars

per person. Reducing the cost of habitability items requires making a

policy decision on how austere a shelter environment will permit the

occupants to carry out whatever tasks are necessary and wilI make the

plans acceptable to the people who must participate in them and who

must approve and fund them.

In most shelter designs, the structure of the shelter envelope is

the major cost, especially for large shelters with long allowable times

for entry. Small shelters or shelters which must be filled quickly may

require a larger fraction of their cost to be invested in entranceways.

Ventilation intakes, including blast valves, are a significant expense

for nigh-overpressure shelters and especially shelters which must func-

tion in a severe rubble environment.

Most shelters, especially those of reinforced concrete constric-

tion, are designed to resist the entire load produced by the weapon

overpressure with little, if any, credit taken for pressure attenuation

due to the earth. Mcst shelters have been designed to survive in es-

sentially liquid soils.

We be' the major opportunities for cost reduction lie within

the cost cructure. And it is by exploiting the strength of the
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earth that these reductions can be achieved, at least for smaller

shelters.

3.1 DUAL USE

There are two ways to reduce the apparent cost of any commodity,

service, or capital item: one is to make it or do it cheaper, the

other is to make some other person or activity pay for it. This is

sometimes known to economists as cost displacement. It is an old con-

cept in civil defense, with many studies of slightly modifying below-

ground space to function as blast and/or fallout shelter.

It is very inexpensive to design above- or belowground masonry

structures to provide very good fallout protection. It is much more

difficult and expensive to modify even the belowground portion of

structures to resist blast, especially to the three-atmosphere level of

interest for sheltering critical workers.

3.1.1 Parking Garages

Parking garaqes are an obvious example of a structure which is

adaptable to dual use. They are useful almost anywhere there is human

activity. When built belowground, their rooust structure is easily

adapted to blast resistance. The expensive consideration is usually

the closures for the vehicle entrances. The chief drawback is that

their peacetime use is economically competitive only in very high popu-

lation density areas, such as downtown cities, usually with an aEsoci-

ated rubble problem. It suburban or industrial park areas, land is

sufficiently inexpensive that the economical solution to parking is the

ubiquitous, blacktopped acres of parking area.

3.1.2 Earth-Sheltered Residences

Recent years have seen the development of residences and small

commercial structures surrounded on multiple sides and the roof with

earth, principally to achieve energy conservation. This type of struc-

ture shows promising adaptability to the lower range of overpressures

and is discussed at length in the companion report to this, ORNL 5957.
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3.1.3 Caves, Mines and Tunnels

Caves, mines, and tunnels inherently have very high fallout

protection factors. Unfortunately, they are usually not available in

areas where there is a blast threat. Those that are available -- for

example, the limestone mines under Kansas City -- may require roof

support if they are to be used where there are expected high levels of

blast overpressure and its associated ground motion. Caves and mines

often have very limited access openings, designed, in the case of

mines, for small numbers of people. The use of these facilities

eliminates the cost of the shelter structure, but not the requirement

for habitability packages. Ventilation, in particular, may be somewhat

more expensive than for smaller shelters due to the long runs of intake

and exhaust duct which may be required.

All densely-populated areas have a continuing requirement for con-

crete aggregate. In those areas underlain with competent rock, a

policy of incentives for mining the rock in configurations subsequently

adaptable to shelter can produce very hard shelter at acceptable cost.

Some subsidy would be required, since underground mining is always much

more expensive than the usual openpit mines used to produce concrete

aggregate. New York City and Kansas City are examples of areas

underlain by competent rock.

3.1.4 Expedient Upgrading of Existing Below-Grade Space

Existing belowground space may be upgraded in a crisis against

moderate overpressure blast threat. The requireient is that the floor

covering the shelter space be concrete and at or below ground level to

avoid dynamic pressure from wind drag.

Most commercial underground space has relatively long-span con-

crete floors over it. Minimum bay dimensions are rarely under twelve

to sixteen feet. The floor is designed with adequate thickness and

steel to support useful loads, rarely under 150 pounds/sq ft, without

noticeable deflection. The ultimate strength of these floors is

usually two or three times the design load. Bending moment in these

members is inversely proportional to the square of the span. By

breaking the span with improvised or preplanned columns and lintels,
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loadbearing capacity of the floor can be greatly increased. By

reducing a 12-ft span to 4 ft with two additional rows of columns in a

12-ft bay, the theoretical bending loads supported by a floor are

increased by a factor of nine. For real poured-in-place concrete

floors, this would result in an overpressure capability close to two

atmospheres (30 psi). Of course, adequate attention must be given to

other modes of failure of the floor under loads such as shear or

punching. These can be handled with appropriate lintels or capitals on

the columns. These techniques were demonstrated in the MILL RACE event

(Tansley, 1982).

Most below-grade commercial space has sizeable openings which must

be closed for blast protection. As a minimum, there will be open

stairwells and possibly elevator shafts. There may also be large

vehicle entrances or windows on exposed vertical walls. Custom

desigred concrete blocks or beams cast before the crisis and stacked in

a convenient place as part of the crisis preparation can be an econom-

ical solution to closing large apertures.

Earth arching can be employed, especially for vehicle entrances if

they have sufficiently strong frames. A yielding metal door covered

with more than half a span of sand, gravel, or crushed rock will pro-

vide a secure closure.

In one- or two-story buildings, additional earth cover on the floor

would be required for radiation protection, especially initial nuclear

radiation at overpressures as low as two atmospheres. Getchell and

Kiger (Getchell, 1980 and 1981), of the Army Corps of Engineers Water-

ways Experiment Station, have demonstrated significant improvement in

tne hardness of concrete panels with sand coverage as low as 1/5 of the

span. Sand coverage equal to half the span, when adequately compacted,

is capable of transferring virtually the entire load from the span to

sufficiently rigid end supports.

It should be emphasized that it is difficult with the techniques

described here to get hardnesses greater than two atmospheres. For

critical workers, a minimum of three atmospheres is highly desirable.
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All the techniques described are useful in one- to two-story buildings.

In buildings higher than four stories, rubble complicates the problem

of survival in basement shelter (Bernard, 1983). )epending on building

construction and contents, fire may present an additional survival

problem to basement shelter occupants. For these reasons, combination

escape/ventilation tunnels should be provided if rubble and fire are

potential problems.

3.2 SINGLE-PURPOSE SHrITER

3.2.1 Basement Shelter in New Buildings

Incorporating a blast snelter in one corner of a concrete basement

is a very economical way to achieve a structure with the necessary

strength for a blast shelter. If the walls of the shelter coincide

with bearing walls required by the building structure and the roof with

an existing floor, incremental cost of the shelter structure is very

low (almost negligible) in the cost of the building. This has been the

general approach for civilian shelters in Switzerland, which requires

by law the construction of one- to three-atmosphere shelters for

occupants in all new buildings.

The shelters still require doorways, ventilation intakes, and

escape tunnels, which add significantly to the structure. In the case

of the Swiss, high-quality ventilating equipment is required, as well

as other quite adequate habitability items. It is probable that the

shelter access and intakes and habitability equipment account for most

of the $700-SlO$O/space cost reported for the Swiss system.

The large structural savings possible with new construction are

almost nonexistent if this type of shelter is to be retrofitted into an

existing basement or building.

One of the major problems with basement shelters is the hazard

from fire in the structure above. While this would be a strong func-

tion of the use and contents of the structure, experience with holo-

causts in so-called "fireproof" hotels tends to make one somewhat

apprehensive about the survivability in this structure.
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It is possible to design a shelter in a building basement that can

tolerate the complete comtnustion of the building above it. It requires

walls of adequate thickness exposed to the interior of the building and

very careful attention to ventilation intakes some distance from the

building. In addition, the blowers or air pumps should be arranged to

pressurize the shelter with respect to the building, to avoid infil-

tration of carbon monoxide.

In buildings of nore than three or four stories, rubble can become

a severe problem. This was demonstrated recently by Bernard and Wilton

(Bernard, 1983) in their study of the controlled demolition of high-

rise buildings. Escape tunnels on at least two sides of the building

going out some distance would be required. In central business dis-

tricts where city blocks are filled solidly with buildings eight

stories and up, there may be insufficient area around the blocks to

permit escape with any degree of reliability. The only solution in

which one can have confioence is then a tunnel network interconnecting

all the shelters in the area with redundant exits in the open areas

that are available. Studies of such systems usually arrive at the con-

clusion that the connecting tunnels offer the potential of enough shel-

ter space in themselves. This was the case of the tunnel grid system

suggested by Howard Harrenstein at the University of Arizona and

studied at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the mid-sixties

(Harrenstein, 1964; Robbins, 1965).

3.2.2 Earth Arching

Most drained soils, when subjected to a compressive load, develop

shear strength. This strength is maximum for consolidated granular

soils such as sand, gravel, and crushed rock. It is much lower to non-

existent in soft clay, peat, and soils below the water table.

If a structure which can yield slightly without failing is buried

in a granular soil and then subjected to surface pressure, the shear

strength developed in the soil will transmit the pressure around the

structire. In the extreme case, the structure need assume alrost none
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of the applied load, but simply keep the soil adjacent to it from fall-

ing into the interior.

This phenomenon is called earth arching. The depth of cover required

to fully develop it may be estimated from a simple model developed by

Funston, Woo, and York of the Boeing Company (Funston 1978). In this

model, it is assumed that the failure angle of the soil is equal to the

angle of internal friction of the soil, which is theoretically true for

cohesionless soils. For full arching, soil failure planes tangent to the

shelter must intersect below the surface of the soil compacted by the

blast. Table 3.1 gives depths of cover required for full soil arching

in terms of the width or diameter of the shape for cohesionless soils of

internal angles of 30" and 450. Thirty degrees is representative of a

sandy cla.,, and 45° is representative of a clean, sharp, sandy soil.

Table 3.1 Required Earth Cover for Full Soil Arching

Angle of Depth of Cover/Span for

Internal Friction Long Rectangle Horizontal Cylinder

300 .866 .500

450 .500 .207

From the table, it is apparent where the rule-of-thumb originated that

earth arching requires a depth of cover equal to half the span. This is

the case for sandy soils on a rectangular structure and sandy clay soils on

a cylindrical structure.
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Shelters designed for two or three atmospheres overpressure would

require four or five feet of cover to protect the occupants against

nuclear radiation and, correspondingly more at higher overpressures.

For many useful sizes of shelter, the protection against initial

nuclear radiation provides adequate cover to develop earth arching.

In the U.S. Nuclear Weapons Test series between 1951 and 1958,

there were several tests of corrugated metal shelters of various

designs protected to varying degrees with earth cover (Beck 1969). The

results are summarized in Table 3.2. The shelters were all constructed

of Armco corrugated steel structural plate, which has a 2-in.-deep

corrugation on 6-in. pitch. Gauges ran from one to twelve, with ten

being the most common. Shapes ran from 7-ft-diameter circles to

38-ft-diameter arches, and included some 5-ft x 8-ft cattle passes.

The results are entirely consistent with the simple model of earth

arching mentioned just previously. All Ite structures that survived

had adequate depths of cover of reasonably good soil. From reading the

reports, it appears that the experimenters were aware of the qualita-

tive phenomenon of earth arching but did not have quantitative under-

standing of it. This is indicated Dy their attempt to streno~hen the

structure by using heavier-gauge metal rather than improving the

quality of the soil or the depth of cover, as they did with the 38-ft

arch on the K0A shot in 1958. The 7-ft-diameter circular shelters in

the Smokey shot in 1957 with 10 ft of earth cover were grossly

overdesigned from the structural standpoint. The 10 ft of cover was

required partly by initial nuclear radiation.

The 25-ft arches tested in the Priscilla shot were among the most

interesting, since they survived 60 and 100 psi. These are interesting

because the experimenter went to the additional trouble to import a

high-quality gravel backfill, in addition to burying them flush with

original grade. Some slippage of the bolted seams suggests that the

structure was stressed to a significant fraction of its ultimate
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strength. If one makes that assumption,, and given the 5 ft of cover on

a 25-ft arch, one calculates that the lower limit of the angle of

internal friction of the gravel was about 4A*, a reasonable number.

Identical structures tested in the same pressure range in the Koa

(1310 KT) and Cactus (18 KT) shots at Eniwetok in the following year

failed catastrophically. This was due not to the shot duration, but to

the fact that the cover was a surface berm subject to dynamic loading;

and, more importantly, that the backfill was an extremely poor-quality

coral sand containing large amounts of small sea shells and very diffi-

cult to compact.

The only cases of completely below grade structures protected by

earth arching which were tested to destruction were carried out by

Kiger and Getchell (Kiger, 1980-1982) of the Army Engineers' Waterways

Experiment Station in Vicksburg, Mississippi from 1978 to 1981. The

results are summarized in Table 3.3. Tnese tests, which may be the

most carefully instrumented tests of earth arching done so far, were

carried out with shallow-buried, flat-roofed, reinforced concrete

structures. The structures, which were intended to be 1/4-scale models

of reinforced concrete bunkers, were 4 ft X 4 ft X 16 ft in inside

dimensions. Wall thicknesses were 1/10 the minimum spans, and con-

tained 1% tensile steel and 1-1/2% shear steel. The specimens were

subjected to blast pressures of approximately 2000 to 8000 psi, using

the Foam HEST technique intended to simulate the effects of kiloton-

range nuclear weapons. Depths of burial equal to 1/2 the span in sand

and clay, and 1/5 of the span in sand, were tested. In addition, 1/8-

scale models with the same cover were hydrostatically tested to de-

struct on in a test chamber.

All structures exhibited substantial enhancement of their strength

due to earth arching, even with covers as low as 1/5 the span or with

the use of clay as , backfill. The statically-tested structures had a

design strength on the order of 160 psi and exhibited static strengths
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of 620 psi when covered with a 1/2-span depth of sand, 350 psi with a
1/5-span depth of sand, and 240 psi when coverec, with a 1/2-span depth

of sandy clay.
Under very short-duration overpressures simulating pressures from

tactical nuclear weapons, the strength of the structures approached

2000 psi. The dynamics of the process are not well understood.

3.2.2.1 Application of Earth Arching

A major component of the cost of blast shelter is the load-bearing

structure in traditional reinforced concrete designs. Earth arching

offers the prospect of transferring most of the load on that structure

to the surrounding soil, with the possibility of significant reductions

in cost. All that is r~quired is a structure with the strength to
resist the dead weight of the soil and the backfilling operation, but

with less stiffness than the compacted soil. If buried to a sufficient

depth in a drained soil with a significant angle of internal friction,

under blast loading the soil will assume most of the load. The
importance of compliance or yielding ability in the structure must be

emphdsized. Structures which are stiffer than the soil (for example,

concrete domes) can experience stresses greater than those imposed on

the soil by the blast load. The soil will transfer load to the

structure.

The most economical permanent structure that we have been able to

find that satisfies the requirements for earth-arching is one made of

corrugated metal culvert. Shelters constructed of wood, especially
when constructed of indigenous free materials, such as small trees and

do-it-yourself labor, are of course much more economical. However,

they cannot be considered permanent shelters. Wood in contact with the

soil in warm climates with significant rainfall will have a service

life measurcd in a very few years, if untreated, and cannot be depended

on for more than 20 years, no matter what the treatment.
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Corrugated culvert has demonstrated capability for very useful

service life in soil in all parts of the country. It is avai lable in

all parts of the country and is manufactured in large quantities. It

is generally less expensive to transport from the manufacturer to the

installation site than a corresponding prefabricated reinforced

concrete structure. Its relatively low weight provides savings in

handling and installation costs, which offset its somewhat higher

material costs compared to reinforced concrete. As indicated in the

previous section on cost analysis, for app t ications against any

significant b iast pressure in smaller shelter sizes, corrugated culvert

has a cost advantage over all other methods of construction for

permanent shelter. Tests of the Donn Corporation corrugated metal

shelter in the MISERS BLUFF event in 1978 demonstrated the capability

of this structure to resist overpressures above 100 psi from 120-ton

explosion.i. There appears to be a growing consensus that corrugated

meta- culvert is the material of choice for blast shelters when

designing for:

(1) permanent shelter,

(2) under 100-occupznt capacity,

(3) above the water table,

(4) depth of cover equal to at least 1/2 the diameter of
the shelter,

(5) soil with a significant angle of internal friction
(at least 30°).

3.2.2.? Other Yielding Structures

Reinforced concrete structures can exploit earth arching if they

are designed with the necessary compliance cr ductility. This can be

done by appropriate design of the reinforcing steel in the structure

and by designing the structure to resist the earth overburden and not

the blast pressure. (Of course, the entrances have to be designed for

the blast pressure.)
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Earth arching can be exploited to protect inherently rigid

structures by placing a compressible or yielding material between the

structure and the earth. This technique is sometimes called

"compressible backfill" or "backpacking". The work of Kiger and

Getchell (op. cit.) has demonstrated that very little yielding is

required to develop earth arching. Experiments by the Boeing

Corporation demonstrated the feasibility of protecting very rigid

structures, such as large machine tools, with compressible backfill in

the form of bags of aluminum turnings and earth cover (Funston, 1973).

Harrenstein (September, 1964) suggested yielcing structures with a

great deal of ductility to develop membrane stresses in panels as a way

of reducirng cost, compared to building the panels to function as

two-way slabs.

3.2.2.3 Sand Closure

The possibiiity exists of filling properly-designed entranceways

with sand as an inexpensive substitute for conventional blast doors,

for entrances which are not needed or are needed only infrequently

under crisis conditions. An example might be a vehicle entrance to an

underground garage which has been upgraded to a blast shelter during a

crisis. The rest of the structure might be designed with enough cover

to function as blast shelter against useful overpressures at little

additional cost. However, conventionally-designed blast doors for

large entrances are very expensive.

A conventional rolling steel door may function as an adequate clo-

sure if it is covered on the outside with a quantity of sand covering

the door with a thickness equal to the minimum span of the door. How-

ever, the frame around the door must be designed to take the load on

this area and provision must be made for adequate bearing surfaces to

support the compacted sand. These can be surfaces parallel to the

plane of the door which are wide enough to provide a shoulder to bear
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against the sand plug. Alternatively, they could be surfaces parallel

to the direction of travel through the door -- for example, a driveway,

which had been roughened or serrated to prcvide a shear bond to the

sand plug.

For maximum convenience, a sand storage area above the entrance

should be provided to permit filling the entrance by gravity. A pneu-

matic conveying system can De provided to empty the entrance when the

danger of blast is past.

3.2.2.4 Membrane Door

As has been noted frequently, costs of a door are often a major

expense in shelters, especially those for smaller numbers of people.

These costs are minimized if the door can be made as light as possible,

commensurate with the design blast pressure. In addition to the mate-

rials in the door, savings also can be significant in the expense of

the hinge-opening ,nechanislis, counterweights (if any), etc. The

minimum-weignt-door will result from using a spherical membrane to

resist the pressure and a circular ring beam to support the edqes of

the membrane. With proper design and mass production, this approach

should result in the lowest-cost door. A concept employing these prin-

ciples is described later in this report (Sect. 4.1.2) under the

description of the corrugated metal shelter concept.

3.3 INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS

Cost estimates of carefully-engineered designs give numbers which

can be achieved under ideal conditions. Less-than-ideal conditions are

usually allowed for in an item called "contingency," which encompasses

such things as unfavorable weather or supply interruption. Greater

non-idealities can occur due to such things as labor work rules, zoning

laws, and building codes. These must be given careful consideration in
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efforts to reduce cost of the design. Often, large amounts of money

can be saved by using a slightly more expensive material or

construction method which reduces the number uf crafts needed to

conplete the job. Careful consideration of building codes early in the

design can avoid subsequent trouble. Often, problems can be prevented

by no more than finding the right word to describe the purpose of the

structure.
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4. TWO EXAMPLES

4.1 CORRUGATED CULVERT

4.1.1. Design Description

The corrugated metal shelter concept (Fig. 4.1) is intended to pro-

vide nigh overpressure protection at the lowest possible cost for critical

workers and homeowners in risk areas. The concept in the illustration is

a modular design which can be expanded as far as the real estate will

permit. In the accompanying illustration, entrances are shown repeated

every 28 ft of shelter length for every 18 people. This ratio of popula-

tion to entrances is typical of tnat which would be required for a popula-

tion which was going to take shelter with only tactical warning, perhaps

15 minutes. Where longer warning times are available, fewer entrances

could be used. A module 21 ft long containing space for 12 bunks would be

recomnended for a family.

This system is a variant of the concept pioneered by the Donn Corpo-

ration, which tested a 6-1/2-ft-diameter, .065-in. wail, 1 x 3-inch

corrugated metal shelter in the MISER'S BLUFF event in 1978 (Donn, 1979).

It qas shown that this concept in the sizes tested would survive incident

overpressures up to 150 psi from a 120-ton chemical explosive. The Donn

configuration was ideal from the standpoint of promoting earth arching,

Out the long, horizontal entryways at each end and the 6-1/2-ft-diameter

result in a shelter that is difficult to enter and awkward to use.

In tnis concept, the diameter is expanolI to 9 ft, or 108 in. (2.7

meters), providiny much more comfortable bunk arrangement; and, according

to European experience, a much less oppressive psychological environment.

Wdall thickness is correspondingly increased to 0.108 in. to maintain the

resistance to buckling.

The entrances ;re moved from the end to the side, and the entranceway

shortened to 3 ft. The entranceways are made from two sections of

30-in.-IO, corrugated culvert. The vertical section extends 2 ft below

tve horizontal 3-ft section, which facilitates ease of entry and provides

a little additional radiation protection. In the concept sketch, a

5b-gallon drum is illustrated in the
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horizontal entranceway to provide so-ne additional shielding against ini-

tial nuclear radiation. The drum is filled with water, which can be con-

sumed during the shelter stay following the attack. The drum can be
replaced by smaller water containers.

Neither this diameter of shelter in this gauge nor this entranceway

configuration h-ve been subjected to overpressure testing. Such tests

must be conducted before iny large-scale deployment of this shelter, in

order to assure that earth arching will orotect this configuration of

entrance. At present, it is not possible to do a rigorous analysis of the

three-dimensional stress distribution around the entrdnceway resulting

from earth arching.

Habitability items such as toilet, blower, and a sinall generator -re

indicated in one end of the shelter, not necessarily in their optimum

positions, but rather by way of reminder to cost estimators.

In the concept sketch, offset, push-up ventilation intakes are indi-

cated, as is a sand-filled emergency escape hatch. Tnis provision would
be required on a one-entrance family module, out :nignt not be necessary on

a multientrance, industrial configuration.

4.1.2 Membrane Blast Door Concept

Doors and entranceways havP long been recognized as a najor cost com-

ponent of shelters. They are a large contributing factor to the high cost

per space of small shelters. Entranceways must exclude the blast pres-

sure, attenuate external radiation (especially initial nuclear radiation)
to an acceptable degree, tolerate the thermal environment produced by the

weapon, and transmit the load on the door ultimately to the surrounding

earth. Costs are mininized if the doorway configuration does not result

in overpressure amplification in re-entrant corners, as can occur with ex-

posed vertical doors or vertical walls. In general, the smaller tne door,
the more economical it will be.

The most economical door will be a horizontal hatch-type door on a

vertical circular entryway, mounted flush with the ground. This will pro-

duce the smallest practical area, eliminate pressure amplification, arid

minimize debris problems.
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The door concept illustrated in Fig. 4.1 uses a steel membrane of

spherical shape as the pressure-supporting element. The membrane experi-

ences no bending moments and, in contrast to arches or domes, is immune to

buckling. It is the most efficient use of the strength of steel. For a

given overpressure, the stress developed in the membrane is inversely pro-

portional to its radius of curvature. Because the minimum radius of cur-

vature equals the radius of the entranceway, for practical reasons it is

usually more economical to design for a slightly larger radius. In the

example shown, a door designed to resist 200 psi shock overpressure (equi-

valent to 400 psi static load) with a 19-in. radius requires a thickness

of .076 in. of steel witn a yield stress of 50,000 psi.

The edges of the membrane must be supported. For the design

overpressure, it is believed that the most economical solution is an edge

beam consisting of a circular hoop of 2 in., Schedule-80 steel pipe. The

membrane, which can be pressed or spun, is formed with a lip which turns

over the hoop and is welded. An angle of wrap around the hoop of

approximately 120" decreases the stress on thp weld under load.

The stresses on the hoop are complex. It is in longitudinal compres-

sion due to the radial component of the membrane force. The streis of the

membrane tangential to the cross section of the hoop subjects it to an

inward twisting force, which is resisted by a combination of compressive

fiber stress in the upper half of the hoop and tensile fiber stress in the

lower half, and the corresponding shear which these forces develop. The

vertical component of the membrane working against the pressure of the

seat of the door on its concrete collar tends to collapse the hoop by

vertical crushing. This last force, which cannot be resisted by

Schedule-80 pipe, is most economically provided for by pumping the pipe

full of a high-compressive-strength grout.

In this concept, the concave volume of the membrane is filled with a

high-compressive-strength, temperature-resistant material such as vermicu-

lite, to protect the steel against the ther:,,al pulse, avoid pressure

amplification, and minimize drag on the door from horizontal blast winds.

To protect the steel hoop against thermal pulse, and the vermiculite
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against aerodynamic forces, it is suggested that the entire assembly be

covered with a fiberglass-epoxy ablator.

One of the disadvantages of corrugated metal construction, as opposed

to reinforced concrete construction, is that the structure of the shelter

o" the entranceway is not strong enough to support the load generated by

doors and blast valves. Some stronger structure is needed to transmit

these loads to the soil. In the case of this door, it is a concrete col-

lar poured around the corrugated pipe with a smooth inside vertical sur-

face that can slide down over the pipe. In this way, the load on the door

will be transmitted to the soil without any longitudinal compressive

stress in the vertical entrance pipe. The radial compressive stresses on

the pipe developed by the soil are designed to be supported by the pipe.

The door is set in a recess to provide aerodynamic fairing and elimi-

nate horizontal loads on the door from the blast winds. The recess must

be drained to minimize the percolation of rainwater down along the en-

trance pipe, with its possible contamination.

The collar must he wide enough to resist being punched excessively

far into the ground by the unsupported load of the door. It must be mas-

sive enough to hold down the door against the negative phase of the blast

pressure, which can approach 3 psi.

In the concept shown, a simple hinge is constructed of eye-bolts

welded into the door edge and sitting in a hole in the collar. The door

is to be fitted with hold-downs of unspecified design on at least 2 points

around its perimeter.

The door will weigh approximately 100 lbs and should be fitted with

either a counterweight or a spring compensator (which is not shown).

Development of this concept has not progressed far enough to permit

accurate estimates of cost. It contains approximately 70 lbs of steel,

can be fabricated by simple operations, and is amenable to mass
production. In large numbers, the price may approach $200.

4.1.3 Ventilation Intakes

The design of low-cost ventilation intakes for a shelter which can

survive up to 200 psi and cope with rain in a contaminated environment
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and the 2000 mph wind accompanying a 200 psi shock presents a difficult

design problem. High-cost solutions to these problems exist in the com-

mand bunkers of many countries in the western world, as well as the Soviet

Union. In this study, two possible low-cost approaches to t;ie problen are

presented. In one, the push-up concept is explored. The winds and dy-

namic forces are avoided by simply having the intake pipe retracted to

ground level and an expendable weather cover for the intake aboveground.

After the blast, the intake pipe can be pushed up approximately 3 ft to

provide rain protection and escape from any loose debris covering the

intake.

In the other approach, the shelter is covered with a berm and a hori-

zontal corrugated culvert is buried across the berm with openings on both

sides. A third length of pipe is teed into the horizontal pine and con-

nects with the shelter.

4.1.3.1 Push-Up Intake Vent

A conceptual sketch of the push-up intake vent is shown in Fig. 4.1.

The intake line, which is 6-in. corrugated culvert, has a 4-ft length con-

necting to the surfdce, a horizontal 4-ft segment about 4 ft below the

surface connecting to another vertical 4-ft segment, which connects to tne

shelter. The piece connecting to the surface is surrounded by a concrete

collar at the surface, which provides aerodynamic protection for the

surface-mounted blast valve and transmits the load on the valve to the

soil rather than the corrugated culvert. The valve is simply a pipe cap,

or dome, over the end of the intake pipe and is held in the open position

by a spring. It is difficult to design thib type of closure to survive

more than 50 psi.

The blast valve is mounted in a 3- or 4-ft-long piece of 5-in.,

Schedule-40 pipe, which can be pushed vertically upward after an explosion

by means of a 1-1/2-in., Schedule-80 pipe attached to vanes in the bottom

of the 5-in. pipe and extending down through another piece of pipe into

the shelter. An extension of the 1-1/2-in, pipe would be screwed onto it

when the 5-in. pipe was to be raised by an automobile jack.
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The offset in the line provides radiation shielding. It is princi-

pally intended to provide a trap and a settling area for radioactive dust.

4.1.3.2 Horizontal Ventilation Intake

If the shelter is installed in an area that would permit construction

of a berm over it, a horizontal ventilation intake may be installed (Fig.

4.2). This is a 6- to 8-in., corrugated culvert ouried at a depth of

about 2 ft in the berm, positioned transversely in the berm with the two

ends of the pipe exiting the bermn at a height apprcxi:nately 2 ft above the

original grade. Connection between the horizontal pipe and the shelter is

made by an additional length of 6- tj 8-in., corrugated pipe coming verti-

cally up out of the shelter into a bend, which connects to tne horizontal

pipe on its upper surface. The purpose of the bend is to prevent rain-

water from trickling down the intake pipe to the shelter and keep some of

the larger dust particles out.

In this concept, a TemetO cylindrical-type blast valve is installed

at the top of the vertical section of pipe coining out of the shelter. A

concrete collar is cast around the blast valve to transmit the load on the

valve to the surrounding soil, rather than to the corrugated pipe. Access

to the blast valve must be obtained by digging down through the two feet

of earth covering the assembly.

4.1.3.3 Dust Filter

A concept for a dust fi]ter that can be installed in the intakte line

is shown in Fig. 4.1. It is intended that most of the dust be settled

by gravity in the pipe upstream. The filter is intended to be a low-

pressure drop, replaceable, air-conditioner filter medium rolled into a

cylinder approximately 2 ft long. The filter cartridge can be inserted in

the pipe from inside the shelter and replaced from i side the shelter.

The clogged filter cartridges could be discarded temporarilyn the bottom

of the entrance shaft. Placing the filter up inside the intake pipe so

that its bottom is 18 in. from the shelter provides a geometric protection

factor of approximately 60 immediately adjacent to the intake pipe in the
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shelter. Two feet away from the intake in the shelter, the radiation in-

tensity at the filter is reduced by a factor of 1000.

4.1.4 Extending Life of Corrugated Metal

One of the concerns about corrugated steel is its potential for rust-

ing, which is probably responsible for some hesitation in its adoption by

shelter designers. However, as demonstrated by widespread application of

corrugated culvert, galvanizing the steel permits service life in the

ground for decades. In fabricated structures, great care must be taken

that any welding is recoated with galvanizing or zinc-bearing paint. For

exceptionally corrosive soil environments, an additional bituminous coat-

ing on the outside has been used at modest increase in cost.

We believe that the use of a small commercial dehumidifier ii the

interior of the space will help eliminate condensation on the walls and

will further prevent corrosion from this direction. Painting may also be

helpful.

For a long life in corrosive soils, cathodic protection can be

employed. This can consist of connecting a large block of a more active

metal such as magnesium to the outside of the structure buried in the

soil. The magnesium is a sacrificial electrode which corrodes preferen-

tially to the zinc and steel. A very long-lived system can be obtained

by burying wires in the soil near the structure and applying a few volts

of DC potential, -harging the structure negatively with respect to the

wires. In this way, service lives greatly in excess of 50 years can be

easily attained even in wet soil.

4.1.5 Going to Higher Overpressures

There is no increase in the cost of buried portions of structures

relying on earth arching when designing them for higher overpressures.

However, at higher overpressures, there is some increase in the cost of

the blast door and its support and blast valves and their supports, but

these usually amount to only a minor portion of the cost of the

structure.
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Ground motion begins to become a problem at about 50 psi, espe-

cially in alluvial soils. Displacements of several inches can be

observed from megaton-range weapons above 50 psi. Acceleration above 60

times gravity can be observed, but this is usually associated with the

higher frequency, lower amplitude components of the shock spectrum.

Simple and inexpensive methods can be used to protect able-bodied

workers who have good tactical warning of an attack that would permit

them to get in a less vulnerable posture. For example, a sling seat

suspended from an overheaJ attachment by a bungee cord can provide

protection against motion exceeding a foot in amplitude.

The most difficult design problem is coping with initial nuclear

radiation at very high overpressures. For intermediate range weapons,

doses in excess of 5 million rads can be exoerienced at 200 psi. Very

large protection factors are required. The problem is compounded by the

fact that this radiation is extremely penetrating. Fast neutrons and

the very energetic nitrogen-capture gammas have attenuation lengths in

soil which are much greater than that of fallout radiation.

The protection factor for the design proposed has been estimated by

extrapolation of tests of a very similar geometry conducted at ORNL in

1964 at the Tower Shielding Facility (Cain, 1964). Measurements were

made on a cylndrical, vertical entrance 4 ft in diameter, 12 ft deep. A

horizontal tunnel 20 ft long was connected to the vertical shaft at the

bottom. Three such structures were illuminated with neutron and gamma

radiation approximating that from a fission weapon. The source was the

tower shielding reactor, which was positioned at several angles of

elevation.

It is estimated that for radiation from low (15*) angles of

elevation, as from a groundburst, tne entranceway suggested for the

corrugated metal shelter has a protection factor of 2xlO5 for gamma

rays and approximately 106 for neutrons. This is to a point five feet

from the entrance inside the shelter, with a water drum or water bottles

in the horizontal entrance.

The occupants of the shelter would receive a total dose of less

than 25R from a one-megaton weapons groundburst 2300 ft away, which

would also subject the shelter to 200 psi.
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4.1.6 Corrugated Steel Culvert Shelter: Structure and Costs

Previous arguments have been introduced concerning trie use of this

shelter configuration for a wide variety of applications. fhe pheno-

menon of earth-arching is probaoly the major consideration in the appli-

cability of this shelter to high blast regions. 8ecause of this be-

havior, much thinner-walled culvert (with resultant cost savings in

steel) can be used than would be expected if the cylinder had to bear

the entire blast load. End pieces may be conical, dished, or flat steel

with angle-iron r.inforcement. The use of corrugations in the cylinaer

is an effective method of increasing resistance to buckling.

Further, more compelling arguments for the feasibility of this type

of shelter are found in the extensive blast testing reported for buried

culverts in the weapon testing program (Beck 1969) and more recently by

the Donn Corporation.

We have already included cost figures for corrugated steel culvert

shelters based on the estimates of LOonn Corporation (1978) and the RTI

study (Kamath and Wrioht [RTI] 1980). 4/e believe that the more realis-

tic estimate of the cost of such a shelter is given by the RTI estimate

from their independent contractor, particularly if only a few shelters

are constructed by a single contractor. However, we have updated the

cost estimates for a corrugated steel culvert shelter, based on the de-

sign criteria shown in Fig. 4.1, with improved blast door and ventila-

tion shafts and air filter. The discussion of the costs of the cor-

rugated steel culvert shelter consists of two parts, earthwork and the

main shelter, including habitability items. The costs for the earthwork

associated with construction of blast shelters varied over a relatively

wide range in the various design studies reviewed in this report. An

approximate range for earthwork, as a percent of total direct costs, is

10-25%.

To estimate the costs of earthwork for our corrugated culvert shel-

ter, we followed the standard technique of estimating costs of labor and

materials for the types of crews normally used for small-scale excava-

tion and backfill. The cost guide was R. S. Means, Building Construc-

tion Cost Data, 1cd1. The crews which we believed could conduct the job

were B-7, 8-30, B-100, 8-10D, 1CLAB (I comnon laoorer) and B-9.
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The method of estimating the costs of earthwork for an 18-space

corrugated culvert shelter is shown in Table 4.1. The cost of $1500 for

the earthwork is probably on the high side of a national average number.

Over nalf of this cost is due to extensive backfill and tamping require-

ments (but necessary for earth arching).

A local contractor in Knoxville, Tennessee estimated that the

earthwork for the 27-ft-long, 18-man culvert could be completed for

about $1000. The savings represented in this figure probably occurred

because of two considerations: (1) the reduction in cost due to hard

economic tirnes for contractors; and (2) the savings possible with small

companies that have low overhead costs.

The estimated cost of the earthwork was used with information about

LOK-COR corrugated galvanized steel culvert manufactured by Republic

Steel to estimate the cost for the total 18-space culvert shelter. The

cost of the LOK-COR pipe varies with several factors, such as internal

diameter, type of corrugation (depth and pitch), gage thickness, and

type of coating. Options in coating include plain galvanized, galva-

nized and fully asphalt coated, galvanized and fully asphalt coated and

paved. The purpose of asphalt coating is to extend the life of the cul-

vert and consists of depositing a layer of bituminous material about

0.05 in. thick onto the galvanized surface. Variation of costs with

some of these factors is shown in Table 4.2. Present ccnsiderations of

loading for 8-ft burial and 100-200 psi overpressure suggest that a wall

thickness of 0.108 in. (12-gage) will be sufficient for the culvert.

Cost estimates for the 18-space corrugated culvert shelter are

given in fable 4.3, for three types of culvert coatings. Following is

relevant general information concerning shelter items:

4.1.6.1 108-in. Corrugated Culvert

This material is available from Republic Steel Corporation in 3-in.

x 1-in. corrugation. Price/ft is roughly equivalent to the cost for

sectional plate, plus labor. For prices/ft as a function of gage, di-

ameter, aria coating, see Table 4.2.
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4.1.6.2 30-in. Vertical Entrance Shaft

This material is available from Republic Steel in 2-2/3-in. x 1/2-

in. pattern. It probably can be obtained in 3-in. x 1-in. corrugations

at comparable prices. Also, 2-ft x 4-ft, 30-in. tees in 3-in. x I-in.

corrugations and appropriate tee attachment bands are available from

Republic.

4.1.6.3 Concrete Collar and Disned Blast Door

The concrete collar requireb some special form work and about 1.5

CY of concrete. The initial estimate for this work is $50 for formwork,

$60 for concrete ($40/CY). The blast door is a unique problem. For

single-family shelter at overpressures below 50 psi, the door can be

constructed of laminated plywood (with appropriate heat shield), 5-in.

to 6-in. thick, at a nominal cost ($20-$40).

To extend tne use of this culvert shelter to high blast regimes

(greater than 50 psi), it is desirable to have a dished door. We have

made inquiries to several companies concerning fabrication of this

dished door (dimensions as in Figure 4.1) in lots large enough to mini-

mize the cost. Republic Steel estimated the cost at $80/unit, if 10,000

units were nanufactured. This number was based on recovery of the

$100,000 required to fabricate the pressing or spinning die.

Lukens Steel Co. of Rocky River, Ohio quoted a price of $271.00 for

a 36-in.-diameter membrane blast cover in lots of 100 (Forsythe 1983).

The cover would have a special lip to fit a 2-in. pipe hoop, a 19-in.

radius of curvature, and thickness up to 3/16-in. In addition there

would have a one time tooling charge of $15,000.

The final major item required for the dished door is the supporting

hoop to be faoricated from 2.0-in., Schedule-80 steel pipe. The job in-

cludes bending the hoop to form the correct toroid, fitting the hoop

with nipples for grout insertion, filling with grout, and fitting the

noop witn attachments for hold-downs and the hinge. As a minimum, we

estimate this total hoop job to require a pipe fitter and welder for 3

hours each, so that, for $25/hr, a cost of $150 is suggested. Thus the

estimated cost for the blast door and collar is in the range of $300-

$500, dependent on the use of plywood or a formed, dished door, with the
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Table 4.2 Information on Republic Lok Cor Corrugated CuIvert

MAIN BODY:

Culvert - 96" ID
(108" not available in 2-2/3" x 1/2")
(96" 00 not available for thinner oall in this pattern)

Corrugations 2-2/3" x 1/2" Wall. 0.168" (8-gage)
Plain galvanized $144.58/ft
Fully asphalt-coated (not paved) 154.13/ft
Fully asphalt-coated (paved) 164.75/ft
Half asphalt-coated (paved) 161.32/ft

3" x 1" Wall - 0.168" (8-gage) 96" ID 108" ID
Plain galvanized $172.49/ft $207.60/ft
Fully asphalt-coated (not paved) 183.01/ft 223.88/ft
Fully asphalt-coated (paved) 195.46/ft 239.09/ft

31" x 1" Wall - 0.109" (12-gage)

Plain galvanized $111.47/ft $134.04/ft
Fully asphalt-coated (not paved) 124.51/ft 148.99/ft
Fully asphalt-coated (paved) 136.64/ft 163.83/ft

3" x 1" Wall - 0.064" (16-gage)

Plain galvanized $ 67.99/ft $ 95.73/ft
Fully asphalt-coated (not paved) 80.71/ft 109.74/ft
Fully asphalt-coated (paved) 97.38/ft 123.88/ft

ENTRANCE:

30" ID Corrugated Culvert
(available only in 2-2/3"xi/2" pattern for 0.064",0.079",.109",0.138")

for 0.138" (10-gage)
Plain galvanized $ 35.87/ft
Fully asphalt-coated (not paved) 38.51/ft
Fully asphalt-coated (paved) 39.02/ft

for 0.064" (16-gage)

Plain galvanized $ 16.95/ft
Fully asphalt-coated (not paved) 19.29/ft
Fully asphalt-coated (paved) 21.32/ft
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Table 4.3 Estimate of Resource Requirements for Corrugateu Steel
Culvert Shelter, 18-Person Capacity, Underground Burial

(8-ft Earth Cover)

Costs nludingTT o,P,C

Fully TwTry--
Asphalt- Asphalt-

Coated Coatea
Galvanized (not paved) (paved)

Activity Description $134/ft $142.99/ft S162.83/ft

MAIN SHELL, 3" X 1" 3618 4023 4423

Site Clearance 261 261 261

Grub and Stump Removal 87 37 37

Excavation 134 134 134

Backfill, machine 173 17d 178

Backfill, hand 530 530 D3

Air Tamping 260 260 260

Entranceway:
Tee 3" x 1" 240 240 240
3 bands @ $50 ea. 150 150 130
17' of 30" culvert 388 388 383
Concrete collar and dished

blast door 400 400 400

Sand door, 12' @ $22.73/ft 30" 273 273 273
2 ventilation shafts @ $200 ea

clay pile, inside pipe, filter 400 400 4J0
2 end pieces 1400 1400 1400

Toilet 250 2bO 250
Blower 500 500 500
Electrical (generator and wiring) 500 500 500
Cots, 18 @ $15 ea.,

with supports and cords
and Bungee cord suspensions 370 370 370

TOTALS 9989 10,394 i0,774
(554/space) (577/space) (600/space)

Price recalculated for local area
where local contractor quoted 9489 9834 10,294
$1000 for total installation (527/space) (550/space) (572/space)
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stipulatio, that for the latter case to be economical, a large number of

shelters would be required.

4.1.6.4 Ventilation Shafts

We have not decided yet which type of design to pursue for the

ventilation system. The push-up type vent with spring-supported, pipe-

cap, blast valve is shown in Figure 4.1 while the horizontal ventilation

unit is shown in Figure 4.2. The latter vent would be fitted with a

TEMETO or Luwac blast valve (constituting most of the cost, in addition

to basic pipe materials) and requires soil conditions where berms can be

used. We have estimated the price of the vertical vent with push-up

module at $200 each. The horizontal ventilation unit might be slightly

more expensive.

4.1.6.5 End Pieces

Three types of design have been considered for this item - dished,

flat plate with angle-iron support, and conical section. We contacted

Lukens Steel, Knoxville Metal Culvert, and Republic Steel concerning

end-piece fabrication. Republic Steel quoted $2000 for an end piece of

0.250-in. steel welded in place on the culvert. The design was a stan-

dard dished end used for closure of large underground steel tanks.

Knoxville Metal Culvert estimated $700/unit for flat end pieces of

0.138-in. steel welded in place and galvanized. They also estimated

$600-$700/unit if the end piece were fabricated as a conical section,

allowing reduced wall thickness.

Lukens Steel Co. quoted a price of $425 for a 108-in.-diameter

dished head in lots of 100 (Forsythe 1983). The head has a radius of

curvature of 108 inches, is 3/16-in. thick, and weighs 538 lbs. In the

same letter they quoted a price for a 108-in.-diameter, flanged, shallow

dished head of $480 in the same lot size. The head has a 170-in. radius,

2 1/2-in. skirt flange, 0.130-in. thickness, and weighs 560 los.
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4.1.6.6 Sanitation

We propose to use for the sanitary facility a Thetford marine

toilet with hand pump ($250). The waste would be pumped through flex-

ible tubing to a small cesspool outside the shelter. Percolation for

only a gallon/day/occupant need be provided.

4.1.6.7 Air Blower

For a shelter housing 13 occupants, a blower capable of moving 400-

800 ft 3/min (20-40 ft 3 /min/occupant for not weather) against 1.0 in.

SP should be sufficient. We were quoted a price range of $400-$500 by

New York Blowers for a unit capable of this work. For a blower capable

of moving the 1500-2000 ft 3/min. required for a 54-space shelter, New

York Blowers quoted a price of $835 for a 1.5-hp blower, 2-3-in. SP.

However, this 2-phase, 240v motor could present generator interface

problems. Cost of flexible duct work leading to exhaust vents is minor.

The cost of moving ventilation air can be drastically reduced if Kearny

air pumps are used.

4.1.6.8 Electrical

Homelite quoted $405 for a 1350-watt AC generator, 3600 rpm, 120

volts, single-phase, and $569 for a 2250-watt generator with similar

operating specs. Wiring, outlets, etc., are relatively mninor items.

Information on the costs for earthwork, structural items, and

habitability items for the 18-space corrugated metal culvert shelter was

used to estimate the costs of shelter housing 6, 54, and 108 occupants

(Table 4.4). Independent estimates of structural items (no habitability

items) for the 18-space culvert were obtained and are shown in Table 4.5

To show cost advantages of the corrugated metal over smooth steel or

fiberglass tanks, we have included prices for comparable tanks in Table

4.6.
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Table 4.4 Estimate for 6, 54, and 108 Spaces,
Using Estimate for 18-Man Shelter

Cost

Activity 18 Spaces 108 spaces 54 spaces 5'•paces

All earthwork, etc. 1500 9000 4500 500

Main shell,
Fully asphalt-coated
(paved) 4423 25538 13269 1474

Entranceway
Tee 3" x 1" 240 1440 720 240
3 Bands @ $50 ea. 150 900 450 150
17' of 30" culvert 388 2323 1164 388

Concrete collar and
blast door 200 120 600 200

Sand door 273 273 273 273

2 ventilation shafts/
clay pipe, blast valve
ells/nubs/pipe/filter 400 800 400 400

2 end pieces, 0.250"
thick, galvanized steel,
welded in place 1400 1400 1400 1400

Toilet 250 500 250 250
Blower and flexible hose 500 1000 500 500
Electrical

(generator & wiring) 500 1000 500 500

Cot! with supports,
E gee cords 370 2220 1110 123

10594 47599 25136 6398

(589/space) (441/space) (465/space) (1066/space)
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Table 4.5 Estimate from Knoxville Metal Culvert for
Metal Parts of Culvert Shelter (18-space)

Cost/ Total
Item Unit Units Cost

Bituminous Coateda 12-gage (0.108")
5 x I corrugations 150.26 27 ft 4057

End piece, 10-gage (0.138")

flat steel, welded in place 700 2 1400

30" tee, 4' x 2', 14-gage 223 1 228

1' x 30" tee, fabricated from
108" galvanized steel 113 1 113

Ventilation shaft - 6", 16-gage
(0.064"), BC corrugated steel pipe,
with 1 stub, 1 tee, 1 ell,
20' of pipe 152 2 304

Entrance section - 30", 14-gage
(0.079"), BC corrugatea steel pipe
witn ladder, 10' of pipe 533 1 538

Emergency sand door w/fabrication 368 1 358

7008

aBituminous Coated - all metal galvanized
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4.2 A OUAL-USE RETROFIT WINE CELLAR

A preliminary study was made of a dual-use blast shelter to get an

idea of what 1982 costs of a family shelter would be. The concept

shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 is furnished as a wine cellar in its

peacetime configuration. In this configuration, it can also function

as a playroom or a tornado shelter. It is shown fitted with

combination cabinet-wine racks, which can be removed in a crisis to

prepare the shelter for wartime function.

4.2.1 System Description

4.2.1.1 Structure

The shelter box is cast-in-place, reinforced concrete with stan-

dard reinforcement and 8-in.-thick floor, walls and roof. The exterior

is covered with waterproofing and a 1-in.-thick layer of rigid foam

insulation. The insulation serves the dual function of inhibiting con-

densation inside the shelter in warm weather and acting as a compres-

sible backfill to promote earth arching. A design depth of cover equal

to half the span will develop a great deal of earth arching if a

reasonably granular soil is employed as backfill.

4.2.1.2 Ingress and Egress

Normal peacetime access to the shelter is through the basement of

the house and a connecting vestibule. The vestibule is closed from the

shelter and the house by standard exterior, industrial, hollow-core

steel doors.

The vestibule is designed to be filled with sand as part of crisis

preparations. The principle function of the sand is to arch over the

slightly yielding steel door to the shelter and provide a high degree

of blast protection. It also provides radiation shielding and, most

importantly, protection from heat and carbon monoxide if the house

should be set on fire.

At the end of the shelter farthest f-om the house, a vertical

escape entryway is constructed. This consists of a 48-in. length of
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30-in.-ID reinforced concrete pipe. Under peacetime conditions, it

functions as a skylight and emergency escape tunnel; in wartime condi-

tions, the skylight is removed and replaced by a 4-in. plywood blast

door.

4.2.1.3 Ventilation

Peacetime ventilation is through the open doors ana the ventilator

in the skylight. Wartime ventilation is through two 4-in., Schedule-40

pipes connected to the walls of the shelter at opposite ends. A Luwac

air-handling system is specified, including blast valves, filter, and a

hand-cranked blower, capable of delivering 200 ft 2/min.

4.2.1.4 Sanitation

Sanitation facilities specified are the equivalent of a Tnetford

recreational vehicle toilet, diapnragm pump, and a flexible pipe to an

exterior cesspool several feet from the shelter. The cesspool would be

underlain with enough crushed rock to permit percolation of the approx-

imately 1 gal/day/occupant of waste tnat would have to be handled.

4.2.1.5 Occupancy

This shelter meets minimum floor space and volume standards for

ten people. It is designed to be occupied by six people in relative

comfort.

4.2.2 Protection Level

With the sand door in place and a backfill with a reasonable co-

efficient of internal friction, the shelter structure is extremely hard

-- probably several hundred psi. Tne limiting vulnerability is the

blast door. A door capable of supporting 50 psi is suggested, since

above this overpressure, initial nuclear radiation and ground motion

become troublesome.

More than 2-1/2 ft from the vertical entryway, the shelter has a

protection factor for fallout radiation of 1000. Essentially all of

the radiation enters the shelter through the vertical entryway.
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4.2.3 Cost

Table 4.7 indicates the estimated cost of the shelter, both when

constructed as part of the original house construction and also as a

retrofit addition to a previously-existing house. It can be seen that

the retrofit is about 12% more expensive than the shelter constructed

with the house. Cost of the addition is just under $12,000. For six-

person occupancy, this works out to $2000/space.

However, the structure also has a peacetime function -- as a wine

cellar, playroom, or tornado shelter. The cost of the shelter which is

attributable purely to its civil defense function is the ventilation

equipment and the portable toilet, with a combined cost of approximately

$1100. The incremental cost for equipment is only $200/space.

To be a fully functioning shelter, water and food must be stored.

Water tankage typically costs on the order of $1/gal. Approximately 30

gallons should be stored for each prospective occupant, adding another

$180 to the total cost of the shelter (or $30/occupant).

The belief is widely held that in the wake of a nuclear war, some

considerable difficulty, delay and disorganization will be encountered

in the reestablishment of food production and distribution. It would

seem prudent to store several months' supply of emergency food for the

shelter occupants. This can oe as inexpensive as 12$/day for something

like corn neal.

This design concept needs considerably more refinement befor-e it

can be recommended for test construction.
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Table 4.7 Cost of Wine Cellar Shelter

As Part of Addition to
Division New Construction Existing House

(1) Earthwork $ 510 $ 985

(2) Superstructure 4,368 4,368

(3) Doors and Hardware 650 720

(4) Thermal and Moisture 828 910

(5) Ventilation 775 775

(6) Plumbing 145 310
Toilet, Pump and Cesspool 300 300

(7) Electrical 205 295

(8) Demolition 200

(9.) Specialties 520 520

(10) Cabinetry

Sub-Total $8,301 $ 9,383

Contractor's Overhead & Profit (20%) 1,660 1,877

TOTAL COST $9,961 $11,260
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 CONCLUSIONS

The overall purpose of this study was to examine ways to reduce the

cost of shelter for critical workers. Shelters for this purpose would

be expected to have from 10 to 100 spaces and overpressure protection

in the range of 340-1360 kPa (50-200) psi.

The civil defense literature on cost was reviewed, and the cost

estimates of the best designs were corrected to 1982 dollars. For shel-

ters of the size and hardness of interest, costs generally run higher

than $1000/space. Costs/space usually decrease significantly with in-

creasing shelter size, and increase with hardness. None of the concrete

shelter designs reviewed have taken advantage of earth arching.

Experiments by the Donn Metal Products Company with a corrugated culvert

shelter ýn the Miser's Bluff test suggest that for granular soils,

corrugated metal culvert may be the most economical shelter design.

Basement shelter space in new buildings can be constructed at low

cost; however, the threat to survival of its occupants from fire in the

buildings or rubble from the building's destruction cannot be managed by

entrance and ventilation intakes close to the building. Escape tunnels

and ventilation intakes extending out some distance from the building

are required.

Most of the cost of shelter is in the structure of the shelter

itself. Possibly, the most effective method of reducing this cost is to

exploit the phenomenon of earth arching. This is the tendency for the

earth to develop shear strength under compression and transfer loads

from yielding portions of an underground structure to non-yielding por-

tions or to the soil itself. The power of this approach has been demon-

strated dramatically by experience with corrugated metal shelter in the

nuclear weapons tests in the 1950s. Consistent with a simple theory of

earth arching, shelter survival depended much more heavily on the depth

of cover of the shelter as a function oý its span and the angle of in-

ternal friction of the soil, than on the strength of the shelter. Ten-

gauge (3.57 mm thickness) corrugated metal shelters, 2.13 m (7 ft) in
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diameter, survived 1.689 kPa (245 psi) with 3/05 m (10 ft) of earth

cover in reasonably good soil. A 7.62-m (25-ft)-diameter, steel arch

shelter with 1.52 m (5 ft) of gravel cover survived 699 kPa (100 psi).

Experiments with shallow-buried, rectangular concrete structures at

the Waterways Experiment Station demonstrated substantial strength en-

hancement with depths of cover as little as 1/5 span. Depth of sand

cover equal to 1/2 span was required to transfer most of the load on it

to the walls and the surrounding sand.

A conceptual design and a cost estimate of a corrugated metal shel-

ter was carried through the concept stage for 1.36 mPa (200 psi). It is

believed the configuration used will enable the occupants to survive

both the ground motion and the initial nuclear radiation from megaton

weapons at this overpressure. The design was developed in consultation

with the local vendor of Republic Steel Corrugated Culvert. Using their
prices, it is believed that this shelter can be constructed for around

$500/space, including habitability equipment, when purchased in

relatively small numbers.

A design concept for a very lightweight, high-overpressure door was

developed. This door, using the membrane principle, offers the promise

of being the lowest-cost entranceway when in mass production.

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The corrugated metal shelter concept proposed in this study should
have prototypes constructed and field-tested. At least one test, pos-

sibly of a reduced scale model, should be subjected to megaton-duration

overpressure above 290 psi.

The entryway geometry proposed should be analyzed for its protec-
tion factor for a radiation spectrum from a thermonuclear weapon, and

the results compared with experimental data from a fission source for

similar geometry. A prototype of the membrane blast door concept should

be constructed and tested.

The push-up ventilator concept should be further developed and a

prototype constructed and field-tested.
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APPENDIX A. COST DATA ANALYSES

The following routine was applied to analysis of the cost data

presented in this appendix. In general, the costs/space for all the

shelters in a single study were plotted (at constant occupancy) as a

function of overpressure so that the most economical shelters could be

identified. Normally, cost estimates for three cases of shock isolation

level 1, level 3, and none (all with the same degree of design and

outfitting) - were plotted to present the maximum amount of information.

Once the most economical shelters were identified, the costs/space for

these shelters were plotted as a function of occupancy, for constant

pressure.

Generally, those shelters which are most economical for cost/space

are also most economical for costs expressed as cost/ft 2 . However,

there are some minor disagreements with conclusions in the original

studies, but these variances are small enough to be ignored in a study

most interested in establishing general trends. Also, no attempt has

been made to reconcile the cost data for all studies so that the space

allocated t each occupant in each unique shelter design was the same.

This reconciliation was impossible in a number of studies because there

was insufficient information concerning shelter dimensions and floor

space.

In summary, although there may be slight disagreements in conclusions

about costs/space, either with the initial document or later reviews,

because of the use of costs/space as the major comparative cost parameter,

we believe that it serves very adequately for the wide range of design

conditions, shelter configurations, and design studies reviewed here.
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Table A-I. Cost Information on Various Shelter Configurations from GATC Report
(Forrestal 1963)

Over- Cost/ Unit Price for Unit Price for Unit Price for
pressure Person Shock Isolation Shock Isolation No

(psi) $ 1963 Level 1 Level 3 Shock Isolation

GATC - Horizontal Steel Cylinder - 18-ft-OD, 2-story, 100 spaces
100 263 2185 1818 1495
500 414 3072 2764 2354

1000 548 3832 3522 3114

1500 705 4723 4414 4004

GATC - Horizontal Steel Cylinder - 18-ft-OD, 2-story, 300 spaces
WUU 1b4 1414 104/ 877

500 282 2173 1854 1604

1000 408 2886 2568 2318
1500 534 3605 3287 3036

GATC - Horizontal Steel Cylinder - 28-ft-OD, 3-story, 300 spaces
I00 158 i591 £ bU 900

500 271 2260 1790 1541
1000 390 2936 2468 2218
1500 528 3718 3250 3000

GATC - Horizontal Steel Cylinder - 28-ft-OD, 3-story, 500 spaces
IOU 13/ 1210 890 778
500 251 1882 1604 1427

1000 368 2545 2268 2090
1500 498 3237 3010 2832

GATC - Vertical Silo - 18-ft-0D, 100 spaces
I00 285 2J89 1940 1618
500 442 3232 2923 2514

1000 611 4190 3882 3473
1500 776 5128 4818 4409

GATC - Sphere - 25-ft-diameter, 100 spaces
1UU JUJ 2413 2046 1723
500 400 2990 2682 2273

1000 549 3836 3527 3118
1500 670 4528 4218 3809

GATC - Horizontal Concrete Cylinder - 18-ft-OD, 2-story, 100 spaces
500 3b1 Z/b8 4439 2050

GATC - Horizontal Concrete Cylinder - 18-ft-OD, 2-story, 300 spaces
500 215 1/90 1412 1223

GATC - Horizontal Concrete Cylinder - 28-ft-OU, 3-story, 300 spaces
500 225 1846 15Z8 1277

GATC - Horizontal Concrete Cylinder - 28-ft-OD, 3-story, 500 spaces
500 185 1504 1228 1050
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Table A-2. Cost Information on Various Shelter Configurations
from A&W

Base Cost/Space
Over- Number Cost/ Base Cost Cost/ No Shock
pressure of Space Shock Isolation Space Isolation

(psi) Spaces 1963$ 1963$ 1982$ 1982$

- -. . . . .--------A&W Shelters- -------------

Rectangular cylinder, one-story, Protection Level 1
25 2b0 186 /8 1460 1118
25 100 225 114 1813 1373
25 10 367 166 3373 2645

Rectangular cylinaer, one-story, Protection Level 3
25 250 158 23 1066 965
25 100 181 38 1298 1132
25 10 348 3K 2650 2504

Horizontal, concrete cylinder, two-story, Protection Level I
100 25J 17/ 118 1614 1096
300 250 233 125 2014 1478

Horizontal, concrete cylinder, one-story, Protection Level 1
= 0 ebU 2b/ 11.5 2040 1535
300 250 306 130 2452 1882

Horizontal, concrete cylinder, one-story, Protection Level 3
100 250 293 35 1886 1732
300 250 334 55 2276 2035

Horizontal, concrete cylinder, two-story, Protection Level 1
100 100 225 152 2083 1417300 100 301 158 2636 1943

Horizontal, concrete cylinder, one-story, Protection Level I
100 100 338 166 2/64 2035
300 100 395 186 3272 2456

Horizontal, concrete cylinder, one-story, Protection Level 3
1'00 00 374 /1 2544 2232
300 100 432 90 3053 2-,8

Arch, one-story, Protection Level 1
100 250 434 104 2960 2504
100 100 553 166 3943 3215

Arch, one-story, Protection Level 3
100 250 3/8 32 2338
100 100 497 55 3149
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Table A-2 (continued)

Base Cost/Space
Over- Number Cost/ Base Cost Cost/ No Shock
pressure of Space Shock Isolation Space Isolation

(psi) Spaces 1963S 1963S 1982$ 1982$

Vertical cylinder, two-story, Protection Level 1
100 250 258 142 2162
100 100 434 233 3583

Vertical cylinder, two-story, Protection Level 1
"JUU Zb 85 M 1/Z 2521
300 100 385 177 3618

Horizontal, concrete cylinder, 2-story, Protection Level 3
100 100 22b 71 1728
300 100 301 90 2340

Horizontal, concrete cylinder, two-story, Protection Level 3
00 01/7 35 1250

300 250 233 55 1723
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Table A-3. Cost Information on Various Shelter Configurations
from Havers Report (100-space shelters)

1982 1982 1982
Over- Cost/ Unit Price for Unit Price for Unit Price for
pressure Space Shock Isolation Shock Isolation No Shock

(psi) 1963S Level I Level 3 Isolation

One-Story Concrete Cylinder, 100 spaces
i0 15u 5dd 588 588
50 155 610 610 610
50 155 1337 922 610

10W 162 1364 947 636
150 174 1408 991 680
200 182 1442 1026 715
250 197 1588 1166 772
300 208 1632 1211 816
325 214 1654 1232 838

One-Story Steel Arch with Vertical End, 100 spaces
i0 130 509 =j9 509
50 142 552 553 553
50 142 1280 784 553
75 170 1391 904 662

100 202 1518 1031 789

Une-Story Concrete Arch with Vertical End, 100 spaces
10 W0/ 416 416 417
50 1l2 478 478 478
50 122 1206 719 478
75 143 1290 803 561

100 170 1391 904 662

One-Story Concrete Cubicle, 7-ft bay
W0 90 3•0 350 351
50 120 474 474 474
50 120 1201 785 474
100 153 1325 90P 596
150 174 1402 931 680
200 193 1574 1153 759
250 215 1562 1241 846
325 238 1750 1328 934

Two-StorX Steel Cylinder, 100 spaces
10 210 824 824 825
50 213 833 833 333
50 213 1500 1145 833

100 230 1566 1211 899
150 240 1606 1250 939
200 252 1654 1298 987

262 1720 1421 1025
275 1768 1469 1075
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Table A-3 (continued)

1982 1982 1982
Over- Cost/ Unit Price for Unit Price for Unit Price for
pressure Space Shock Isolation Shock Isolation No Shock

(psi) 1963S Level 1 Level 3 Isolation

One-Story Steel Cylinder, 100 spaces
10 1/8 69/ 697 697
50 185 724 724 724
50 185 1452 1036 724

100 204 1531 1114 803
150 221 1596 1180 868
200 228 1622 1206 895
250 242 1763 1342 947
300 255 1816 1394 1000

Two-Story Concrete Cylinder, 100 spaces
10 162 636 636 636
50 168 658 658 658
50 168 1325 970 658

100 180 1373 1018 706
150 192 1417 1062 750
200 210 1492 1136 825
250 220 1553 1254 860
300 227 1583 1285 890
325 232 1606 1307 912
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Table A-4. Cost Information on Various Shelter Configurations
from Havers/Lukes (500-space shelters)

1982 1982 1982
Over- Cost/ Unit Price for Unit Price for Unit Price for
pressure Space Shock Isolation Shock Isolation No Shock
(psi) 1963$ Level I Level 3 Isolation

Four-Story Concrete Sphere
10 106 464 465 465
50 106 478 478 478
50 106 895 588 473

100 106 902 596 487
200 ill 943 636 526
350 132 1070 803 632

Two-Story Steel Cylinder
10 105 461 461 461
50 105 474 474 474
50 105 890 583 474

100 113 935 627 518
200 134 1036 728 61P

Two-Story Concrete Cylinder
10 /3 334 333 333
50 76 355 355 355
50 76 772 465 3b5

100 78 794 487 377
200 85 846 539 430
350 103 960 693 522

One-Story Concrete Cylinder
10 90 400 399 399
50 91 416 417 417
50 91 772 526 417

100 93 790 544 434
200 102 851 605 496
350 122 991 763 592

One-Story Concrete Arch
10 61 289 289 289
50 71 342 342 342
50 71 662 439 342

100 102 794 570 474
125 143 956 732 636

One-Story Concrete Cubicle
10 52 254 254 254
50 72 342 342 342
50 72 662 439 342
100 98 776 553 456

One-Story Steel Cubicle
10 4/ 236 197 237
50 81 377 314 377
50 81 732 406 377
100 126 922 563 566



Table A-5. Cost Information on Various Shelter Configurations
from Havers/Lukes (1000-space shelters)

1982 1982 1982
Over- Cost/ Unit Price for Unit Price for Unit Price for
pressure Space Shock Isolation ShocK Isolation No Shock

(psi) 1963$ Level 1 Level 3 Isolation

Five-Story Concrete Sphere
10 9b 413 412 412
50 95 421 421 421
50 95 755 500 421

100 95 755 500 421
200 98 794 562 443
350 115 832 649 531

Two-Story Steel Cylinder, 20-ft diameter
10 92 400 400 399
50 95 421 421 421
50 95 755 500 421
100 100 772 517 439
200 118 372 641 522

Two-Story Concrete Cylinder, 20-ft diameter
10 6/ 302 303 303
50 67 312 312 311
50 67 644 390 311

100 69 654 400 320
200 78 719 487 368
350 90 785 553 434

One-Story Concrete Cylinder, 15-ft diameter
10 88 386 386 386
50 90 400 400 399
50 90 649 491 399

100 92 662 491 412
200 99 732 570 452
350 114 808 644 526

One-Story Concrete Arch
10 58 263 263 263
50 68 320 320 320
50 68 553 386 320
75 79 588 421 355

100 98 667 500 434
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Table A-5 (continued)

1982 1982 1982
Over- Cost/ Unit Price for Unit Price for Unit Price for
pressure Space Shock Isolation Shock Isolation No Shock
(psi) 1963S Level 1 Level 3 Isolation

One-Story Structural Steel Cubicle
10 45 715 215 215
50 78 355 355 355
50 78 588 421 355

100 117 741 575 509

One-Story Concrete Cubicle
10 49 233 233 232
50 68 320 320 320
50 68 553 386 320

100 90 631 464 399
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Table A-7. Cost Information on Various Shelter Configurations
from Krupka Report, No Habitaoility

Mid-1964 I982
Number of Spaces Unit Unit

Price, $ Price, $

Rectangular Reinforced Concrete, 100 psi

5 346 13S4

Rectangular Steel and Timber, 20 psi

60 50 274

Rectangular Reinforced Concrete, 5 psi

100 85 648

Reinforced Concrete Arch, 35 psi

100 114 758

Reinforced Concrete Arch, 60 psi

100 123 811

Reinforced Concrete, Horizontal Cylinder, 500 psi

500 225 1023

Horizontal Steel Cylinder, 1500 psi

500 670 2748

Rectangular, Reinforced Concrete, 5 psi

1000 50 282

Rectangular, Reinforced Concrete, 35 psi

1000 75 361

Rectangular, Reinforced Concrete, 60 psi

1000 122 494

Reinforced Concrete, 2.5 psi

5000 112 476

Reinforced Concrete, 30 psi

5000 157 697
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Table A-8. Cost Information on Various Shelter Configurations
from Krupka Report, With Habitability

Mid-1964 1982
Number of Spaces

Price, $ Price, S

Corrugated Steel Arch, 10 psi

100 156 692

Corrugated Steel Arch, 35 psi

100 138 776

Corrugated Steel Arch, 10 psi

100 54 547

Corrugated Steel Arch, 30 psi

100 87 790

Reinforced Concrete, 30 psi

2000 123 966

Reinforced Concrete, 3-4 psi

2500 44 618

Reinforced Concrete, 17 psi

3000 58 463

Steel Arch, 50 psi

8000 238 1522

Steel Arch, 100 psi

8000 281 1848
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Table A-9. Cost Information for Various Shelter Configurations
from Longinow & Stepanek Report

Option 2 Option 3 Option 6
Over- Cost/ Adjusfed Cost/ Adjusted Cost " Adjusted

pressure Space to Space to Space to
(psi) Mid-1957 1982 Mid-1957 1982 Mid-1967 1982

Rectangular, Reinforced Concrete, 500 spaces (austere package)
10 143 47/ 187 6M3 225 750
20 147 490 185 617 229 763
30 163 543 201 670 245 817

Rectangular, Reinforced Concrete, 1000 spaces
10 IZ1 403 159 530 193 643
20 129 430 166 553 201 670
30 147 490 185 617 219 730

Rectangular, Reinforced Concrete, 5000 solaces
10 117 396 155 517 183 610
20 127 423 165 550 193 643
30 145 483 183 610 211 703

Reinforced Concrete Arch, 500 spaces
10 132 440 169 563 206 687
20 136 453 176 587 210 700
30 141 470 179 597 215 717

Reinforced Concrete Arch, 1000 spaces
124 413 161 537 199 663

20 128 427 165 550 203 677
30 131 437 169 563 207 690

Reinforced Concrete Arch, 5000 spaces
10 I14 34/ 141 470 166 553
20 105 350 143 477 168 560
30 108 360 146 487 171 570

Steel Arch, 500 spaces
128 427 166 553 203 677

20 143 477 181 603 217 723
30 167 557 205 683 241 803

Steel Arch, 1000 spaces
1U iz 410 161 537 199 663
20 138 460 175 583 213 710
30 158 527 195 650 233 777

Steel Arch, 5000 spaces
10 106 353 144 480 169 563
20 120 400 157 523 182 607
30 140 467 178 593 203 677

aOption 2 - earthwork, basic structure, M&E, site preparation, etc., but M&E
not 25% of basic, no extensive parking, 20% OP&C.

bOption 3 - loaded about the same as Option 6, with M&E about 25% of the basic,
but no extensive parking, 20% OP&C.

cOption 6 - "Cadillac," with extensive parking provisions.
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Table A-10. Cost/Space vs Pressure, from Holmes & Narver Study (Shimizu 1969)

Cost/Space Cost/Space Cost/Space Cost/Space
1982 1982 1982 1969

Pressure Level 1 Level 3 No SI

Fully Buried Concrete Rectangle, 20 spaces

3 1598 1598 1598 300
25 2720 2720 2720 510

Fully Buried Concrete Rectangle, 50 spaces

3 1384 1384 1384 260
25 1954 1954 1954 366

Fully Buried Concrete Rectangle, 100 spaces

3 1306 1306 1306 245
25 1739 1739 1739 326

Fully Buried Concrete Rectangle, 200 spaces

3 1228 1228 1228 23G
25 1466 1466 1466 27E

Fully Buried Concrete Arch, 20 spaces

25 3064 3064 3064 575
60 4680 4254 3999 750

100 5608 5182 4926 925

Fully Buried Concrete Arch, 50 spaces

25 1789 1789 1789 336
60 3048 2622 2366 444

100 3613 3187 2932 550

Fully Buried Concrete Arch, 100 spaces

25 1483 1483 1483 273
60 2461 2083 1895 356

100 2752 2372 2185 410

Fully Buried Concrete Arch, 200 spaces

25 1278 1278 1278 240
60 1994 1748 1640 308

100 2113 1868 1759 330
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